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Man charged with robbery, attempted murder
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
An armed robbery, shooting
and high-speed chase resulted in
the arrest of a 22-year-old man
early this morning in Hazel.
Murray police charged Robbie
Jo Jackson, who listed Hickory
and Marian as his address, with
armed robbery and attempted
murder following a report of a
hold-up alarm at Minit Mart on
U.S. 641 N. at 1:39 a.m.
Officer Nicky Knight was less
than a block from the convenience store when the alarm was
reported, according to Chief Larry Elkins.
"Hc got there imost immediately," he said.
Knight saw a white Camaro
_leave the parking lot at a high
rate of speed and travel south on

JACK KENDALL
U.S. 641. The officer called in
the car's description and Officer
Jack Kendall attempted to inter-

cept .the Camaro near 12th and
Arcadia.
When the car passed, one shot
was reportedly fired from a
.44-caliber Magnum in Kendall's
direction. Elkins said.
A pursuit involving Murray
police and three other agencies
continued south on U.S. 641.
Elkins said speed ranged from 80
to 90 miles per hour.
Jackson lost control of his vehicle in a curve just north of the
Hazel city limits.
Elkins said Jackson, who was
apparently not injured, got out of
the car, pointed the gun at his
chest and threatened suicide.
After approximately 1Y2 hours
of negotiating with Murray Det.
Sgt. Ronald Wischart, Jackson
surrendered to police at 3:18 a.m.
"It was a tense situation," Elkins said.

He said there was no indication
that drugs or alcohol were
involved.
Police evacuated some homes
and closed the highway during
the stand-off.
Elkins said the man, who was
apparently alone, stole less than
$50 from Mink Mart. The money
and the gun were recovered.
He said there is a possibility
other charges may be filed. No
one was reported injured.
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department. Kentucky State
Police and Murray State University Public Safety assisted Murray police in the pursuit and
stand-off. The Henry County
(Tenn.) Sheriff's Department
blocked U.S. 641 at the Tennessee state line.
Elkins said he does not know if
Jackson is connected to other

Regents mixed on travel
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
A proposal that requires the
regents' finance and audit committee to give prior approval until
July I for certain international
travel requests made by Murray
State University employees drew
a mixed reaction at Saturday's
board meeting.
After a lengthy debate, the
hoard voted 6 to 4 in favor of the
proposal made by regent Wells
Lovett. The proposal became
effective upon approval by the
regents and will include international travel requests after
Saturday.
Regents Frank Julian, Arlivia
Gamble, Philip Lanier and James
Butts voted against the proposal.
Lovett said he thought the
proposal was "an appropriate
budgetary reduction."
Lovett said he made the suggestion because of the university's budget constraints..
Regent Bob Matthews said the
proposal would "cut out unnecessary joyriding."
However, Lanier questioned
the board's authority in regulating what is typically a day-to-day

Si I would like to get the
junket travel cut out. 91
...Wells Lovett

NICKY KNIGHT
recent armed robberies, but "the
possibilities are being
investigated."

• See Page 2

READY FOR THE WALK

This seems to be an
encroachment by the
board upon the affairs
of the administration
and with me, it is a
matter of principle. 99
...Philip Lanier

operation.
submitted to the finance and audit
"This seems to be an encroach- committee following the twoment by the board upon the
hour board meeting clarified the
plan.
affairs of the administration and
with me, it is a matter of princi"The kind of travel you arc
ple," he said.
talking about and what I am talking about are two different
Julian agreed with Lanier, callthings," Lovett said in response
ing the issue "a philosophical
to questions regarding internaconcern."
tional exchange programs.
"I think it is appropriate for the
"MSU should not support
administration to make the decitravel that does not have a direct
sion," Julian said.
impact upon the university," he
Acting president Dr. James
said. "I would like to get the
Booth opposed the plan, saying
that it would "shut down interna- junket travel cut out."
Exempted from direct approval
tional education at MSU."
is international travel supported
However, a list of exemptions
hammered out by deans Dr. Gary
Hunt and Dr_ Joe Cartwright and •See Page 2

Lackey gains
financial edge
LOUISVILLE, -Ky. (AP) —
Democrat Henry Lackey reported
raising more than twice as much
as incumbeni.U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow since April 1, with more than
half of Lackey's money coming
from doctors.
Physicians share Lackey's
opposition to a tax on health care
providers as part of a state
health-care bill.
Barlow, who received $2,000
from the American Medical
Association's political action
committee last week, accused
Lackey, a state senator from Henderson, of opposing the tax on
physicians and other providers
during the legislative -session to
help raise money.
"I think he was looking for
campaign support from doctors
and going against the interests of
the constituents," Barlow said.
"Hc just put himself on the auction block."
Lackey denied that. He said he
had also opposed the tax during
the special legislative session last

111C---71

Jackson is being held in the
Marshall County Detention
Center.
Two clerks at other area consentence stores were robbed at
gunpoint early Sunday morning,
aecording to reports.
The I irst occurred at 1:40 a.m.
at the Gateway Shell in Draffcnsilk!. The suspect, who left the
scene on foot, is described as 5-8
to 5-9 and 180 pounds.
lie was wearing a black shirt,
blue jeans and a stocking-type
mask. Slate police and Marshall
Count
authorities,. are
investigating.
• The second robbery wok place
at 3:30 a.m. Sunday at the Lone
Oak Minit Mart. The man, who
was also wearing a mask, took an
undetermined amount of money

May — "a long time before this
race ever started" — but acknowledged that he was considering the congressional race in
western Kentucky's 1st District
then.
Counting donations from other
providers and physicians'
spouses, health-care interests
accounted for 62 percent of the
money Lackey raised in the latest
period.
Lackey reported raising
$62,968 since April 1, to Barlow's $28,815.
Lackey, who also put. $20,000
of his own into his campaign
Thursday, led Barlow in both
money raised and cash on hand
through May 4, the end of the
last reporting period before their
May 24 primary. As the last 20
days of the campaign began,
Lackey had $22,995 to Barlow's
$7,956.
Organized labor continued to
be Barlow's main source of
III See Page 2

MEETINGS
• Murray-Calloway County Park
Board will meet Monday at 5:30 p.m. in
the council chambers at City Hall
II Murray Planning Commission will
meet Tuesday at 7 p m in the council
Chambers at City Hall
• Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will meet Wednesday at 5 15 p.m.
in the council chambers at City Hall.

t,TACEY CRO0K/Ledge & Times photo
Murray State University held its 71st annual spring commencement under cloudy skies Saturday morning.
More than 1,400 students participated, Former Kentucky Governor Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt was the
guest speaker.
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Rose says Jones
has ulterior motives
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose said he thinks Gov. Brereton Jones is promoting more than
slate park funding as he kicks off
his statewide "Save Our State
Parks" bus tour today.
Rose said on WL.EX-TV's
"Your Government" program on
Sunday that money for parks
repair will be in the budget without too much rouble.
And Rose said Jones also
knows that, but is hitting the road
to try to get money for extra projects Rose said the state can't
afford.
"Nobody has a problem doing
repair and renovation," Rose
said. "His (Jones) bus tour is in
actuality about funding golf
courses and stadiums and things
of that nature."

STACEY CROOKtedger & Tmes prioto
The Shriners' concession stand was a popular attraction at the Rizpah Shrine Circus Saturday afternoon. The audience was entertained
with a number of acts and an opportunity to ride an elephant.

II Tuesday is the last day to apply for
an absentee ballot for the May 24
Democratic primary election Exceptions
will be granted for medical emergencies
or unexpected absences Applications
may be obtained from the Calloway
County Clerk's office
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The General Assembly passed
1994-96 budget during its
recent regular session, but Jones
vetoed it because it did not
include funding for a score of
major construction projects,
a

IS See Page 2
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NOTICE

SPORTS
•The Chicago Bulls and Houston Rock
ets won Sunday to tie their respective
NBA series at 2-2 while the Denver Nuggets needed a last-second basket to
down Utah and remain alive in the West
Utah leads the series 3-1

Rose added that he thinks
Jones is "not being forthcoming
.with the public."
Jones' bus tour starts in Louisville today and will continue to
11 state parks this week.

JOHN 'ECK' ROSE
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through regular study abroad
programs, external gram programs which require notching university funds, competitive oncampus grants and sabbatical
programs and travel in support of
approximately 12 formal
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exchange agreements.
1..4_ett first expressed concern
regarding this issue at the
November board meeting when
referring to a trip made to
Scotland.
"All planned travel of which 1
am aware is educationally relevant." said Sid Easley, who is
chairman of the finance and audit
committee. "I will be very hesitant to disapprove specific travel
where it is recommended by the
administration and would prefer
to simply recommend future policies to the board.
"1 feel sure that all existing
travel procedures have been followed by those planning trips this
summer," he said. "The board
gets the blame right or wrong
when money is misspent and if
we sense that 'junkets' are occuring, I think the board has the
obligation to look into it."
Easley said he thinks the
finance and audit committee will
meet sometime next week to
further discuss the issue.
In other business, the board:
*Voted to postpone passage of
the 1994-95 budget until after the
June 6 special session of the General Assembly. At that time, a
state budget is expected to be
passed.
*Changed the name of the
cooperative and placement office
to career services.
*Changed the name of the
department of home economics to
the department of family and
consumer studies.
*Approved an agreement with
Kentucky Tech West in Paducah,
which would allow students to
take 30 hours of classes in Paducah and 33 hours from Murray
Strate to obtain an associate's
degree.
*Elected Easley as board chairman for 1994-95 and Beverly
Ford as vice chairman. The new
officers will take over July 1.
*Appointed an ad-hoc committee on affirmative action to examine issues such as minority
recruitment and gender equity.

INVESTMENTS
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Super Tuesday Man
bravely fights
high prices:

Amtrak train jumps track, kills one
SMITHFIELD, N.C. (AP) —
An Amtrak train jumped the track
before dawn today, killing one
person and seriously injuring at
least four others. More than 170
people were -treated for' lesser
injuries.
The Silver Meteor — bound
from New York to Florida with
about 400 people aboard —
derailed after apparently striking
part of a freight train on an
adjoining track or hitting something that fell off that train, officials said.
The lead engine slid into a
ravine. A small fire in it was
quickly extinguised. In all, 12 of
the train's 13 cars derailed.
"1 saw people coming through

the woods and that's when we
saw the train derailed." said
Deputy Lt. R.C. Medlin. "We
started checking cars. That's
when we found people with broken legs and lacerations. People
wcrc sitting on top of one car and
we had to get an extension ladder
to get them off."
Johnston County Manager
Richard Self said the person who
died was in one of the engine
cars. Many of the injured were in
the first passenger car, which
flipped onto its side. Most of the
passengers likely were asleep
v.hen the wreck happened.
"From the look of some of the
seats in there, the positions they
were in, it was a hell of a rude

av.akening," Medlin said.
"I was thrown out of my bunk
and 1 landed on both of my children," a passenger, Sue McGrath,
told television station %VTVD.
"The car was laying ovorsidcwa)/s."
Said another passenger, Dick
Hutchinson: "There was a bump
and then three short bumps.
Everybody stayed relatively calm.
It was terrifying."
There were conflicting reports
about how the Amtrak train came
into contact with the freight train,
which was northbound on an
adjoining track. Self said the
train was parked and a flatbed
trailer fell off of a piggyback car
into the path of the Amtrak train.

Other reports said the freight
train was moving.
Tina Seldin, Johnston Memorial Hospital spokeswoman. said
75 people were taken these with
injuries.such as broken bones and
back or neck pain. Four of them,
the most seriously hurt, were airlifted to other hospitals. Most
others were treated and released.
In addition, about 100 people
were treated for minor injuries at
the local National Guard armory,
where passengers were taken,
Seldin said.
The freight train was owned by
CSX, a CSX dispatcher said. The
collision occurred about 40 miles
north of Fayetteville about 4:45
a.m.

Dems, Reps praise Beyer nomination
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Supreme Court nominee Stephen
Breyer is winning praise from
Senate Democrats and Republicans, with skeptics saving their
barbs for the man who settled on
Breyer to avoid a confirmation
battle.
President Clinton invited the
Boston appellate judge, his wife,
Joanna, and one of their daughters, Chloe, to spend Sunday night
in the Lincoln bedroom. "I feel
absolutely terrific — never better," Breyer said upon arrival.
The president, who agonized
over the decision for weeks,
announced his choice Friday in a
ceremony so rushed that his nominee was absent. He planned to

make amends today, formally
introducing Breyer at a State
Dining Room gathering.
"It's an opportunity to do
something that will perhaps help
in the lives of ordinary Americans," Breyer told reporters Sunday. He declined, however, to
discuss issues that might come
before the court, including his
views on the landmark abortion
ruling. Roe vs. Wade.
"I'm not going to go into any
substantial questions. There are
confirmation hearings, and I'm
sure they'll explore every matter
in great detail," said Breyer, who
plans to meet with senators while
in town.
Senate Minority Leader Bob

ensure swift confirmation for
Breyer. Clinton nominated Brcyer
more than a month after Justice
Harry Blackmun announced his
resignation.
The possibility of a fight hurt
the chances of Interior Secretary
Bruce Babbitt, who emerged as a
top candidate early last week.
Hatch and other Republicans
mounted-3 Lampsign against Babbitt, who was weakened by runins with Western senators over
environmental policy.
The other finalist, Judge
Richard Arnold of Arkansas, was
Clinton's sentimental choice, but
the president said he had concerns about his old friend's battle
with cancer. Politics also played
a role, with women's groups
troubled by some Arnold rulings.

Dole, R-Kan., appearing Sunday
on NBC's "Meet the Press,''
called Breyer "a man of great
intellect" and predicted easy
confirmation.
"Nobody's going to lay a
glove on him," Dole said.
Orrin Hatch of Utah, the ranking Republican on the Senate
Judiciary Committee, said the
appellaft judge will "bring a tremendous legal intellect" to the
court.

Another committee Republican, Alan Simpson of Wyoming,
appearing on ABC's "This Week
With David Brinkley," said:
"I'll vote for Breyer."
The endorsements, along with
kudos from Democrats, should

IN Rose says... "It's positive that the gover- •Lackey...
FROM PAGE 1
including his $100 million plan to
repair and improve the parks.
Jones plans to call lawmakers
into special session on June 6 to
pass a budget before the new
budget period begins on July 1.
Rose has said he wants to put
the money for parks repairs in the
budget. But he is not sure about
borrowing money for the other
construction projects.
Jones released his spending
priorities on Friday.. That
includes the park repairs and
some human-service programs.
It also includes other construction priorities to be paid for
through selling bonds or using
unanticipated- state revenues.
Jones said the current fiscal
year will end on June 30 with at
least S35 million more in revenue
than expected. He wants most of
that money to be spent on park
repairs on a cash basiS. He wants
to issue bonds for only one project — the new University of
Kentucky library.
Rose likes the idea of using
cash on hand for the parks.

nor's proposing to do some of the
repair at the state parks on a cash
basis," Rose said.
After that, the two split.
If, after the first year of the
budget, it becomes clear that the
extra 535 million a year will continue to flow into state coffers,
Jones' plan calls for issuing
bonds to pay for a score of other
construction projects.
Rose said Jones will have a
hard time Selling that plan to the
legislature.
"I would say the governor will
have a hard time getting what
he's proposed through (the legislature)," Rose said.
Rose said the state shouldn't
count on that extra money for
each of the next 20 years.
That's how long it would take
to pay off the bonds Jones wants
to sell.
"I'm concerned about going
ahead and selling bonds based
upon a surplus in the second
year, without any regard to what
effect that's going to have on the
'96 budget or beyond," Rose,
said.

Marlrharged...
FROM PAGE 1
and fled on foot.
In both instances, the suspect
brandished a large-caliber
firearm.
Two other convenience stores
were robbed recently. On May 5,
a man robbed the TNT Mart on

U.S. 641 N. near Hardin. Three
days later, the Cut Mart in Hardin
was robbed of an undetermined
amount of money.
The Marshall County Sheriff's
Department is still investigating
those cases and the Draffenville
robbery.

FROM PAGE 1
special-interest money. The
United Mine Workers not only
gave him S2,800 to reach the
S5,000 maximum for an election,
but it also gave S500 for the general election — which he would
have to refund if he loses.
In his quest for late money.
Barlow has collected a lot from
labor, including S2,500 eachirom
the Plumbers & Pipefittcrs
(bringing their total to S3,500)
and the United Food and Commercial Workers.
Barlow also has been getting
help from colleagues: S2,000
from the PAC of Rep. Charlie
Rose, D-N.C., a leading tobacco
advocate; and S1,000 each from
Rep. Robert Matsui, D-Calif.;
N1atsui's PAC; and the PAC of
Rep. Vic Fazio, D-Calif., chairman of the Democratic Congressional Campaigh Committee.
Barlow acknowledged that he
has been on the phone seeking
money from political action committees, which provided 70 percent of his money during the
reporting period — less than
before, but still more than most
incumbents.
"I sure feel it is my responsibility for the people who sent me
up here to get out here and
fight," he said.
Barlow had less cash on May 4
than the third Democrat in the
race, Charles Banken of Hender-

son, who has largely financed his
campaign himself. Banken
reported raising S1,430 and
spending S5,612 during the period. His balance was S10,263.
Lackey spent the most of the
three during the period, $58,521.
Barlow, who as the incumbent
has for a year and a half been
spending with an eye toward reelection, spent $49,934 during the
period.
According to their reports,
Lackey spent almost twice as
much on TV and radio advertising and consulting in the fiveweek period — $49,428 to Barlow's $25,000.
Meanwhile, Republican Ed
Whitfield of Hopkinsville
extended his fund-raising edge
over Steve Hamrick in the district's Republican primary.
Whitfield reported raising
523,853 in the period, for a total
of $48,956, plus $15,000 that he
lent the campaign earlier and has
not repaid.
Hamrick, also of Hopkinsville,
reported raising $4,385, for a total of 516,582 this year. He had
S2,170 on May 4, less than 10
percent of Whitfield's $22,217
balance.
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MSU ag awards given at banquet
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Seventeen agriculture students
at Murray State University
received awards for individual
accomplishments at the 118th
annual department of agriculture
banquet. In cooperation with
Hills Pct Nutrition of Topeka.
Kansas. the banquet was sponsored by Alpha Zeta professional
fraternity.
Alpha Zeus objectives are to
foster high standards of scholarship. leadership, character and
fellowship; to strive for breadth
of vision, unity of action, and
accomplishment of ideas: to render service to students and to
agricultural divisions of members
instituions; and to promote the
profession of agriculture. Founded at Ohio State University in
1897, it is one of the oldest agricultural fraternities featuring 65
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astive chapters and nearly eight
thousand members located around
the world.
Receiving special recognition
were:
*Outstanding Student in Agribusiness: Jimmy D. Hicks of
Clinton; Kendal Mouser of Dexter. Mo.; and James W. Wray of
Kevil.
*Outstanding Student in Agricultural Education: Corey Mouser
of Dexter, Mo.
•Outstanding Student in Agrieultural Mechanization: Stan
Machu of Hayti, Mo. and James
E. Graves of Trenton, Tenn.
*Outstanding Student in Animal Science: Kevin Smith of
ilopkinsville.
*Outstanding Student in Animal Health Technology: Williams
G. Kaser of Brewster. Mass. and

Felicia J. West of Hickory.
*Outstanding Alpha Zeta Student: Shaun Burton of Sikeston.
Mo.
.Outstanding Student in
Equine Science: Jennifer Oliver
of Guston.
*Outstanding Student in Horticulture: Karen Whelan of
Rcidland.
*Outstanding Rodeo Cowgirl:
Tom Dalessandro of Cleves, Ohio
and Marne A. Plowman of Girard, Ill.
*Outstanding Rodeo Cowboy:
Scott Moore of Harnersville.
Ohio and Mark L. Watkins of
Hazel.
*Chairman's Leadership
Award: Crystal Stations of
De x ter.
Karen Whelan, along with

Corey and Kendal Mouser were
also named Outstanding Seniors
in Agriculture.
Introduced as Alpha Zeta
incoming officers for the 1994-95
term were chancellor Laura Winstead of Dixon, scribe Vicki Liggett of Dexter, Mo.; treasurer
Deann Gilkey of Princeton, chronicler Jenny Keller of Dexter.
Mo.; and sergeant at arms Dwight
Logsden of Liyermore.
Spring 1994 initiates include
KellS3 Allen of Hardinsburg;
Glen Davis of Waverly; Staci
Foy of Purycar, Tenn., Kim Gilbert of Ledbetter; Greg Gooch of
Sikeston, 81o.; Allison Harrington of Benton: William Kascr;
Sharla Lynn of Brookport, Ill.,
Van Pittman or Murray; Robert
Wynn of Paducah; and Wendy
Young of Morganfiled.

Calloway picks FFA officers for 94-95
Crystal S. Stallons of Dexter received the Chairman's Leadership Award
at Murray State Univeristy's 18th annual department of agriculture banquet sponsored by Alpha Zeta. Stations, the daughter of Junior and
Patsy Stations, is pictured with Dr. Eldon Heathcott, chairman of the
agriculture department at Murray State.

he Calloska:, County chapter
oi the Future Farmers of America
4/TA) has chosen officers for the
1993-95 school year.
Otlicers chosen were: Stephen
Keel, president; Grant Pittman,
%ice president; Andrew Falwell,

Gardeners enjoying
silver-leaved plants
Silver-leaved plants are
becoming more popular with gardeners each year, and with good
reason. Silver foliage shimmers
in the sun on bright days and
glows softly on gloomy days. It
also looks good in the border
with almost any color of flower
and tends to harmonize colors
that might otherwise clash. Additionaly, most silver-leaved plants
are easy to grow, especially those
in the Anemisia family which
includes a large number of silver
plants useful. to gardeners.
A prominent member of the
Artemisias is Artemisia.'Silver
King,' which has tall stalks of
long white leaves. It will grow
four,feet high in a season, forming in impressive shining silver
stand. This is great for folks who
want to cut and dry the stalks for
use in wreaths and arrangements.
I wouldn't recommend that you
include 'Silver King' in a mixed
flower border, however, it will
crowd everything else out. Plant
it in a spot where you can let it
grow in solitary splendor.
There are members of the Arteinisia fantiTy that have a more
restrained habit and blend happily
with other plants in the border.
One of my favorites is a relative
newcomer to the United States
called 'Powis Castle.: It has finely divided silvery leaves and a
nice rounded form. In addition,
'Powis Castle' stands up to our
heat and humidity , an ability that
seems to elude its cousin Artemisia 'Silver Mound.' Silver
Mound' is spectacular in photographs of northern gardens, but is
a pretty sad specimen here in the
south once the weather gets hot
and sticky. 'Powis Castle,' however, remains graceful all season.
Another favorite Artemisia of
mine is Roman wormwood. This
has very finely divided, almost
feathery leaves, and a beautiful
silvery-green color that works
well with the other plants in a
mixed border.
All the Artemisias have similar
cultural requirements which

By Cathleen Lalicker

Michael S. Moore (center), a senior from Hamersville, Ohlo,and Mark L.
Watkins, right, a senior from Hazel, were named Outstanding Cowboys
at Murray State University's 18th banquet sponsored by. Alpha Zeta.
Moore, the son of Harlan and Nancy Moore, and Watkins, the son of
Jack and Ava Watkins, are pictured with Bruce Lee, one of the coaches
of the rodeo team at Murray State.

include good drainage and at
least a half-a-day of full sun.
They will also tolerate the hot,
late-afternoon sun that wilts less
sturdy varieties. Ease of culture
and tolerance to our sunny summer days, along with the beauty
the silver foliage lends to a
moonlit summer night, make the
Artemisias an attractive addition
to the southern garden.
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Lydia May Joins Peoples First

Ronnie Ross & Danny
600 Main St. • 753-0489
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Lydia May will join "Peoples First" as an
investment representative on May 24, 1994.
Lydia has 10 years experience in the brokerage
business. She has a B.A./M.B.A. from Murray
State University and is a licensed investment
professional.
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Nccretary', Chad Ward, treasurer;
Troy Geurin, reporter; and Terry
I..o‘ ins, sentinel. The officers
were chosen by a nominating
committee that included the two
advisors and the retiring senior
officers.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Closing military
bases presents
peril for Clinton
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press Writer

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — For President Clinton, closing military
bases offers little to gain and much to lose.
Unless Clinton and Congress agree to a delay, the president faces
the prospect of ordering dozens of bases closed and putting thousands people out of work on the eve of his re-election campaign.
And according to the president's own experts, by the time the savings from the 1995 round of base closings roll in, his second term
would be over.
In part for these reasons, Clinton is considering deferring some
base closures until after the 1996 presidential election.
The proposal contradicts the advice of the Pentagon's top generals and admirals, who view base closings as a way to free up
money for modernization and new weapons. And it injects an clement of politics into a debate that Congress sought to insulate from
partisan and parochial pressures. .
Under the base closure law, 1995 was to mark the last of four
rounds .of base closings and, by all official* accounts, it was to be
the largest single round.
"We are committed to as large a base closing in 1995 as we can
do in a responsible manner," Deputy Defense Secretary John
Dcutch told a Senate Armed Services subcommittee Wednesday.
Because of the sprawling nature of the military base network, the
resulting job losses would probably hit several large, politically
significant states. In the 1993 round, for example, base closures
were expected to claim more than 40,000 military and civilian jobs
in California, 22,000 in Florida and 14,700 in South Carolina.
Ordering bases closed would be easier for Clinton if there were
an immediate payoff to offset the pain. But closing bases costs
money before it saves money. The costs include environmental
cleanup, transfer of hardware to other bases and the disposition of
surplus property.
From the time a base is ordered closed, it takes an average of six
years before the government starts to save money, Robert Bayer,
the deputy assistant defense secretary in charge of base closing,
told Congress last week. In other words, after Clinton suffers the political damage associated with closing bases, whoever is president in 2001 will reap
the savings.
Nor can Clinton count on savings from earlier base closure
decisions.
For the three previous base, closure rounds in 1948, 1991 and
1993, the "crossover point" at which the government begins to
realize savings is 1997, according to Bayer. But if the government
orders major new closures in 1995, that crossover point slips to
1998 or 1999.
An idea being considered by Clinton and Defense Secretary William Perry is to add another base closure round in 1997 so that the
1995 round would be less severe.
As Bayer points out, "There's a tremendous amount of surplus
property already in tilt pipeline." The Pentagon is nearing the saturation 'point in terms of the amount of surplus property it can
handle. Some of these facilities sprawl over thousands of acres,
rivaling counties and even small states in size.
Some lawmakers want to put off the 1995 base closure round
entirely, arguing that the government is going too far too fast and
may need some of these bases later if the military expands.
Rep. Jim Hansen, R-Utah, and Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole,
R-Kan., have filed separate bills to delay next year's base closure
round. Dole, considered a possible presidential contender in 1996,
cited national security concerns along with cost issues.
"Before we rush to spend another $5 (billion) to Si billion of
our scarce defense dollars to close more bases in hopes of achieving some promised savings long after the year 2000, I think we can
hold off a couple of years to make sure this makes sense," Dole
said.
But Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, warns that the longer the Pentagon delays in closing bases, the longer it will have to wait for the savings. And Sen.
John McCain, R-Ariz., an Armed Services member, asked how the
government could delay closing bases while continuing to cut jobs
for men and women in uniform.
EDITOR'S NOTE — John Diamond covers defense on Capitol Hill for The Associated Press.

GUEST EDITORIAL
May 8, The Minneapolis Star Tribune on Rwanda:
In recent headlines from Africa, the happy and the historic have
been marred only by their juxtaposition with the horrific: in South
Africa, a joyful transition; in Egypt, the signing of an Israeli-PLO
pact; in Rwanda, waves of slaughter and mayhem. Just such a juxtaposition underlies a perceptive article in the May issue of Current History. Michael Chcgc's "What's Right With Africa?" identifies regional models for change and requirements for success in troubled
African nations. It also offers guidance for immediate response by the
outside world.
'
•-• The most clearly appropriate role for the international community is
_„.tfurovide better aid to displaced and threatened civilians. Yet even
that role is tragically difficult. Al the least, medical and other support
to refugees in Tanzania must be strengthened. ...
Regional interest in such a project has not been swift, and understandably so. Though strong theories abound, the causes of many of
the events of the past month remain cloudy.
Still, relief workers say an international force could no doubt save
many civilians from roving gangs of killers armed principally with
clubs and machetes. It makes sense to have any such presence be a
regional One.

The dilemma of domestic violence
As I sat in an overcrowded
courtroom Friday afternoon, one
particular case caught my attention. It is not really unique. In
fact, it is probably more like the
norm.
A domestic violence case was
before the court. While I don't
know all the details of the case, it
seems that a man reportedly
assaulted his wife and the police
were notified.
Under Kentucky's domestic
violence statutes, a law enforcement officer can arrest a person
without a warrant for assault if
there are physical signs of abuse
or other signs of destruction.
So this man was arrested.
The conditions of the man's
bond included no contact with the
victim except in public places.
However, since the first arrest,
it was reported that the man and
woman are once again cohabitating. In fact, the sheriff's
department was called to the residence for another disturbance.
When this issue -was mentioned
during court, the man casually
said "it was a slight disturbance."
Unfortunately, deputies said
that they are concerned the violence could escalate to the point
that an innocent person or officer
is injured.
While the man spoke with the
judge, his wife and a child (I'm
assuming is his) stood by his
side. One deputy who was familiar with the case was visibly
upset with the -situation.

CROOKED LINES

Stacey Crook
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
In addition, a representative
from social services told the
court that the two people should
not be together because of the
potential for violence.
I think the defense attorney
and prosecutor were both somev.hat confused by the situation.
Nevertheless, while the deputy,
social worker. Commonwealth's
Attorney Mike Ward and public
defender Dennis Louie consulted.
the couple stood side by side with
a small child in their arms.
In case you're wondering, the
man allegedly hit his wife in the
head with a beer bottle prior to
the arrest.
It must be difficult to prosecute
a man when the victim is standing loyally at his side.
Ward even said during the proceedings that "it's kind of frustrating when you're trying to protect someone."
Lortie attempted to explain that
perhaps the couple had resolved
their differences.
"Apparently they are on the
road to working it out," he said.
Maybe this couple is. Maybe
not.

With rising crime rates, we all
tend to blame "Me system" for
not doing something to stop it.
However, the system will never work if those involved don't
give it a chance.
In this case and the majority of
others, women are generally the
victims. But there have been
times even here where men have
been on the receiving end of a
left hook.
I bet this woman and her husband will remain in a violent
environment. They are not the
only ones. Cases like this often
appear.
But hey, that's fine if this couple wants to kill each other. They
are adults and they choose to be
in that situation.
However, there is a small child
involved. That child did not
choose to be in an unstable home.
The child is learning violent
habits. The cycle continues.
This type of home is becoming
more and more standard. Police
say domestic violence cases arc
steadily rising.
But no law will slow or stop
the crime if the victims don't let
the laws work. Calling the cops

and having a drunk husband or
boyfriend hauled off to jail to
sober up. then posting his bond
the next morning will not exactly
eliminate a bad deal.
I realize there are often factors
that some women feel draw them
back into a violent relationship.
Perhaps the woman is untrained
and thinks she can't get a job.
Maybe a child is involved and
that, of course, brings with 'it--a
whole host_:of problems.
In addition, emotional attachments and just plain old habit
may keep a person in a volatile
home.
Maybe some partners arc just
really good at coming up with
ways to say "I'm sorry" and leaving out the part about "until I get
drunk and hit you again."
While I am sympathic to those
factors, I just don't see why a
woman would stay with a person
who assaults her.
In an overcrowded criminal
justice system, domestic violence
cases add to the case load.
That's fine. That is why we
have courts. However, those who
fail to do their share, only hurt an
already crippled system.
We can have millions of police
patrolling the streets, hundreds of
extra prosecutors and run the
court proceedings around. the
clock, but none of that will fix a
relationship in which the participants continually return to a life in
which they will be. subjected to
more violence.

Fun with numbers in Frankfort
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones' standard
soliloquy these days includes a
handful of statistics about how
well Kentucky's economy is
doing.
He talks about how the state's
unemployment rate is so much
lower than the national figures
and how Kentucky's per capita
income is rising so much faster
than so many other states'.
His motive is to generate public expectation and acceptance
when he proposes to spend some
tax money that was not otherwise
budgeted to finance a lengthy list
of construction projects.
So far as they go, his statistics
are accurate. But like all such
.numbers, they can be manipulated. And Jones is ignoring some
other numbers that would appear
to argue against his position.
"The newest list that just came
out shows that we have the
eighth-highest per capital personal income increase of any state in
America," Jones said last week.
The list Jones is apparently
referring to is the annual release
by the U.S. Commerce Department of annual changes in per
capita income.
But the only place on the Commerce Department list where
Keniticky is eighth, is eighth
from the bottom — 42nd place in
terms of real per capita income-,
down from 40th in 1992.

The administration apparently
took 'the per capita income
increases in the last two years
and averaged them. The Commerce Department makes no such
listing for two-year periods.
Instead, Kentucky's percentage
increaSe was perhaps sixth best
among the states from July 1991
to July 1992, but it was no better
than 23rd best from July 1992 to
July 1993, the most recent year.
But those are percentage
increases and they can be
misleading.
The per capita income in the
United States rose by only 3.5
percent in 1993. But that was
from $20,105 to $20,815. At the
same time, Kentucky's per capita
income rose by 3.9 percent, from
$16,528 to S17,173.
Which is better, the smaller 3.5
percent increase, which means
$712; or the higher 3.9 percent
increase, which actually means
less money, $645?
At the same time. Jones may
actually be using the wrong
employment statistics to best
make his argument. The unem-

ployment rate is a measurement
of the people who are unemployed and have looked for a job in
the last month. It is not a real
reflection of the number of people who don't have a paying job.
Jones could point to figures
that show -there were 42,000 more
Kentuckians actually working in
1993 than in 1992.
The administration appears
ready to have similar fun with
numbers on revenue receipts this
year.
Jones wants the General
Assembly to authorize the spending of any revenue surplus to
finance construction. The projects
range from a S100 million plan,to
finally repair the state parks to a
S46 million library at the University of Kentucky, a couple of
convention centers, a few vocational schools, a handful of community college buildings and
some others. Jones wants to sell
bonds to pay for the construction,
which would mean annual debt
service for 20 years of $40 Million to S50 million.

But the whole idea of a
revenue surplus this year takes
some getting used to.
The current revenue estimate
for the year is S4.608 billion and
it appears the. state will exceed
that when the fiscal year ends
June 30. But that was not the
original estimate, which was
54.872 billion, or even the second
estimate, which was even higher
at S4.923 billion.
The estimate was cut in August
1993 because of falling revenues.
During the course of the last
year, the administration had to
cut nearly 53(X) million in spending to ensure this fiscal year's
budget is balanced.
Even if Jones' estimate of having an extra S40 million at the
end of the year is 'accurate, that's
still S200 million less than the
original estimate.
Jones could ue the money to
restore some of the cuts made
earlier. They include the 2 percent cut imposed on Kentucky
universities, the S9 million tut
from state aid to local schools,
S23 million taken from the
budget reserve or the S31 million
drawn from the reserve for state
employee health insurance claims
by the state paying less in
premiums.
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Whir' on correspondent for
VW—
The Associated Press.
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Athletic Boosters will meet Tuesday
Calloway County Athletic Boosters will meet Tuesday. May 17. at
7:30 p.m. at school board office on College Farm Road. This is an
important end of the year meeting. Everyone interested in supporting
all the athletic programs are encouraged to attend.
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Scottish Country Dancing will be Tuesday. May 17, from 7 to 9:30
. p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, 1601 Main St., Murray. Larry Crist
of Nashville, Tenn., will lead the group step by step to the beat of
Scottish music. No previous experience in dance is needing, and there
is no need for a partner. A donation of S2 will be taken to off set
Crist's travel expenses. For more information call David Montgomery
at 753-6460.

Special event on Tuesday
"Arabian Dreams 1994" will be the theme of the program to be presented by Lyndia Cochran Dance and Gymnastics on Tuesday. May
17, at 7 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University. The
public is invited to attend this event and there is no admission charge.

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday, May 17, at 6 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. The program on "Foundation Piecing" will be by Beverly Love of Paducah who will show a new type of
piecing done by sewing onto a background which helps to make perfect points. Lois Ruiz, president, urges all members and interested
persons to attend.

Breastfeeding Group will meet
Breastfecding Support Group will meet Tuesday, May 17, from 6 to
8 p.m. in board room, second floor, Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call Health Center, 753-3381, or Pat Anderson at
hospital, 762-1425.

Free blood pressure checks Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, May 17, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets. This is a free service of the church.

Singles (SOS) to meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, May 17,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Being Yourself— will be
the program to be presented by Speaker Houston Nutt. The SOS is a
nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single
adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

Model School Reunion set
The second annual Model School Reunion will be held on the
school grounds at Model, Tenn., (LBL) Saturday, May 22 at 10 a.m.
Participants should bring potluck and lawn chairs. A portable restroom
and picnic tables will be provided.

School committee to meet
The Southwest Disaster Plan Committee will meet Monday, May
16, at 5:30 p.m. at the school. The purpose is to develop the school's
disaster plan for the 1994-95 school year. Also, the Southwest Budget
Committee will meet at 6:15 p.m.

Retirement reception planned at North
The North Calloway County Elementary PTO will sponsor a retire:anent reception for Mary Alice Humphries Monday, May 16, from
7:15 to 8 p.m. in the school's cafeteria. Humphries has been teaching
for 30 years. Preceding the reception will be North's final PTO meeting for the school year beginning at 6 p.m. in the school library.
Installation of officers for the 1994-95 year will be the main item of
business. Immediately following the meeting will be the final music
program presented by the fourth and fifth grades at 6:30 p.m.

Monthly songfest set
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Scottish dancing on Tuesday

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday

iminal
iolence

Sherri Ferguson has been
elected Parent of the Year for the
Murray PreSchool/Head Start
Program.
She has contributed man
hours as a volunteer in the office
and classroom where her son,
Brandon, is a student.
Ferguson is an officer and
active member of the NIurra)
PreSch(x)l Parent Group. She also
is editor of the Murray PreSchool

The Church Women United's regular monthly songfest is set for
2:30 p.m. Wednesday, May 18, at Fern Terrace Lodge.

Dexter meeting canceled
The Dexter Senior Citizens weekly meeting is canceled for May 17
and May 24. The meetings will resume May 31.

Family activity set
! Parents Anonymous Tuesday
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous will meet at 6 p.m. on
Tuesday, May 17. For more information call 753-0082.

CALENDAR
Monday, May 16
Agoraphobia Anxiety Panic Disorder
Support Group/6.30 p.m./St. John's
Episcopal Church. Info/753-1907, ask
for Kathy.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7.30 p.m./lodge hall.
Star Trek Fan Club/7 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
Single Too/6.30 p.m./Louie's Steak
House. Info/753-6078, 753-7845, or
753-7663.
PAWS meeting/3-4 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library. Info/753-3967.
Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board/5.30 p.m./Murray City Hall.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/8 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers I11/4 p.m.;
Adult Disciple Bible Study/6 p.m.;
Friendship/Hannah Circle salad supper w/C. Bright/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6.30 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building. South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Tuesday, April 19
Quilt Lov•rs of Murray/6
p m./Calloway County Public Library.
Free blood pressure -checks/noon-2
p m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club/open meeting for special concert/7 p.m./club house.
Murray Art Guild business meeting/1
pm.
Calleiway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Dresden Court
Square/9-11 a.m. and Palmersville
band/12:30-2:30 p.m.
Scottish Dancing/7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Murray Christian Women's Club/
noon/Seven Seas.
Retirees of Local 1068 and other locals of UAW-AFL-CIO meet/noon/
Sirloin Stockade.
Wranglers Riding Club/7 p.m./North
Branch of Peoples Bank.

Tuesday, May 17
First United Methodist Church events
include First Place 7 p m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include First Place Class-'7 p m
First Baptist Church events include
Mother's Day Out+9 a m and 3 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
prayer time for youth.-7 a m Reunion
Group13 a rm, Chronic Illness Support
Group/7 p m
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer-5.15 p.m
Hazel Center open 10 a m -2 p m for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Community Center open 8
a.m.-4 p m for senior citizens
activities
Dexter Community Center open 9 30
a.m.-2.30 p m for senior citizens'
activities.
Bingo/7 p m /Knights ol Columbus
building.
Coffee Break9:30 a m +Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
TOPS #34/First Presbyterian Church/6
p.m. Info/759-9964
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p.m./Hardin Library.
Parents Anonymous/6 p m
Info. 753-0082
Murray Optimist Club/6 30
p miHomeplace Restaurant
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting-8 p.m /American Legion Hall.
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Breastfeeding Support Group/6.30-8
p.m /Board Room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Info/753-3381 or
762-1425
Cancer Support Group meeting.'3
p.m /Educational Unit of Murray
Calloway • County Hospital
Info/762-1389 or 762-1447.
Bereavement Support Group
meeting/4,30 p m /Education Unit,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1389.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum at
Murray State University open/8.30
a.m. to 12.30 p.m. and 1 30 to 430
pm
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m.-4:30 p m Intol762-3383

Adams wins
scholarship
Scott
HENDERSON, Tenn.
Adams is the recipient of the
Wynell Hiten Scholarship at
Freed-Hardeman University.
The scholarship was established by alumni for a business
major who has demonstrated
academic excellence.
Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Adams of Paducah, is a
senior majoring in Agribusiness
at Freed-Hardeman.

Sheila Foster, bride-elect of
Ricky Larnkin has chosen
china,crystal and flatware from
Selections bridal registry.
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Call Today
For Information

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray
Gale B. Cornelison. Director • Kathy E. Wilson, Asst. Director

WOMEN'S
SELF
DEFENSE
CLASS

SUBSCRIBE

HAIR MASTERS
Connie Travis Walker.
Connie is offering a
Summer Perm Special

Sherri Ferguson

1

$32*50

Haircuts 110
—Walk-ins Welcome500 Maple • Murray • 753-6999

Treating Everyone With Respect Is
The First Line Of Self-Defense.

INFORMATIONAL MEETING

Ladies' day
events set

released as follows:
First flight - Grace James, first.
Laura Parker, second;
Second flight - Crystal Parks,
first, Isabel Parks, second; Third flight- Linde Pass. firSt.
Bobbie Berks. second.

Jones serves as the Calloway Representative to Policy Council, as Policy Council secretary, and as an active member of the PreSchool Parent
Group. In an essay she wrote for Parent of the Yar, she said
"PreSchool/Head Start has made me realize how Important It Is to be
involved with my child's education. I've enjoyed watching Kaitlyn grow
and become more Involved in the classroom. I plan to continue to a
part of her education."

Announces their new stylist

Family Fun with the Eggs-perts is set for 7 p.m., Tuesday, May 17,
, in North Elementary's cafeteria. For reservations, call 753-3070.

Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
May 18.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
A golf scramble will start at
9:30 a.m.
A luncheon will be served at
noon with Sue Lamb and Della
Miller as hostesses.
The Oaks Ladies Spring Tournament will be Saturday, May 21.
Persons may call Sue Lamb or
Sue Wells for tee times.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, May 11, have been

.4nle#
DEBI JONES has been elected Parent of the Year for the Calloway
PreSchool/Head Start program. She has contributed many hours as a
volunteer In the classroom where her daughter, Kaitlyn, Is a student.

In an cassay that Ferguson
v,rote for Parent of the Year
e\ ent, she said "being a volunteer
has opened the door to new
opportunities I recentiv passed
the A.B.L.E. test."
The PreSchool/Head Start
program serves three and fouryear-old children who meet state
and federal income or disability
It encourages parent
iris ols nlent and operates on the
premise that the parent is the
hilt's primary teacher.

Tuesday, May 17th • 6:30 p.m.

SNAPAtt

at the "Y", North 12111 \lorra‘
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Becky Wolf
bride-elect of
Jon Klein
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Pierl
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Summer
Jazz Class - June 1
Gymnastics - June 1
753-4647

.Cgadia Coriam Daus 8Ggistiwatica
Tuesday, May 17, 1994 • 7:00 p.m.
Murray State University Lovett Auditorium

University Square • N. 12th
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SPORTS
Pippen plays; Bulls take Knicks

Desert
Swarm
Rockets even
Phoenix series
By MEL REISNER
AP Sports Writer

•

PHOENIX (AP) — The
Houston Rockets used Phoenix
as their launching pad.
"It's like night and day, hot
and cold. It is like salt and pepper," coach Rudy Tomjanovich
said Sunday, describing the
change since the Rockets left
Houston four days before,
branded as chokers.
"It is amazing to go from
having your hearts wrenched
right out of you, and to get
these wins," Tomjanovich said
after Houston's 107-96 win
over Phoenix evened their. bestof-7 Western Conference semifinal series at 2-2.
The visiting learn has -Witeach game in the series.
The Suns stole two in Houston, twice coming back from
big deficits. When Houston
arrived here Thursday, the
Rcickets looked shellshocked.
Vernon Maxwell said they also
were purposeful.
"We're looking foward to
going back home now," Maxwell said. "We came out here,
did what we had to do, and
we're not going to let the homecourt advantage slip away
again."
Game 5 is Tuesday night at
The Summit, with Game 6 in
Phoenix on Thursday.
Maxwell, the hero of a
118-102 win over Phoenix on
Friday, was quiet in this one,
but Hakeem Olajuwon and Otis
Thorpe weren't.
They limited Charles Barkley, who was averaging 30.8
points in the playoffs, to 19.
And, with Houston leading
91-85 late in the game, Olajuwon blocked Barkley's
attempted dunk.
"I don't think their defense
has changed from Games 1, 2
and 3. I'm getting some good

Pippen hits 25
after 'benching'
By RICK GANO
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — There was
no problem getting Scottie Pippen to play this time. He wasn't
balking and he wasn't sulking.
Just leading the Chicago Bulls to
a series-tying victory over the
New York Knicks.
"Sometimes adversity brings
out the best in a person. The
whole incident was good for us,"

teammate B.J. Armstong said
after Pippen had 25 points, eight
rebounds and six assists Sunday
in a 95-83 victory that makes it
2-2 in the best-of-7 Eastern Conference semifinals.
"I thought what happened with
Scottie the other night was a bad
omen for us," New York coach
Pat Riley said. "I knew he would
come tonight to really prove
something."
Pippen asked out of Friday
night's game with 1.8 seconds to
play when he and coach Phil
Jackson apparently disagreed
over a play call.
Toni Kukoc hit a gamewinning shot at the buzzer with
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Pippen, the team's best player,
sulking on the bench. All seemed
to be forgiven Sunday.
"Tension brings weird experiences to people, and I think we
all benefited from that," Jackson
said. "I was extremely pleased
with his performance. He didn't
try to do too much."

By JOHN MOSSMAN
AP Sports Writer

STEVE PARKERiLethgea & Times photo

Murray Heat shortstop J.D. Thieke tags out a Paducah Magic baserunner at third base after a rundown in
Saturday morning's baseball game at the Murray-Calloway Park.

Yankees, O'Neill continue hot spring
By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writer

American League
Sunday's Games
Cleveland 11, Detroit 6
New York 12, Milwaukee 1
Minnesota 5, Baltimore 2
Oakland 6, Kansas City 2
Chicago 9, Texas 6
Seattle 9, California 5
Toronto at Boston, ppd., rain

O'Neill said.
The Yankees' winning streak is their longest since a 10-game
string in 1987. Milwaukee has
lost five straight.
New York beat the Brewers
three in a row for its first sweep

at County Stadium since 1971.
"You can see it in their eyes,"
Milwaukee's Jody Reed said.
"You have a bunch of guys who
are on fire. It's not too often
when teams get like that. When
they do, they're tough to beat."
Don Mattingly, who had four
hits, Wade Boggs and Bernie
Williams all homered for New
York. The Yankees have won 20
of 24 and have the best record in
the majors at 26-10.
"It's hard to find much negative right now. I think we're rea-

listic. We're confident ... but not
an overconfident club," Mattingly said. "We know that we can
play. But we also know that we
have to go out and play hard
every day on a daily basis."
Mattingly drove in two runs.
Boggs doubled and drove in three
and Luis. Polonia added a two-run
triple to the Yankees' 17 hits.
Scott Kamicniecki (3-0) gave
up one run and five hits in eight
innings. Jaime Navarro (2-3) was
chased during a five-run fourth
inning that made it 7-0.

Braves drill Mets southpaws in 6-1 win
By DICK BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer
New York Mets manager Dallas Green looked at the statistics
and figured that considering
Atlanta's 3-5 record against lefthanders, the Braves might be ripe
for the taking.
He was wrong.
Lcft-hander Eric Hillman, cho-

•

National League
Sunday's Games
Montreal 9, St Louis 8
Philadelphia 1, Pittsburgh 0
Atlanta 6, New York 1
Florida 3, Chicago 0
Colorado 4, Houston 0
Los Angeles 7, San Diego 1
Cincinnati 9, San Francisco 6 (10)

scn to start instead of ace Bret
Saberhagen, thought he might try
a few fastballs.
He shouldn't have.
Fred McGriff and rookie Javy
Lopez quickly convinced him of
that with mammoth first-inning
home runs that lcd the Braves to
a 6-1 victory Sunday.
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"I felt strong but I was overthrowing," Hillman said. "I
can't throw a fastball by those
guys, not even my best fastball."
In the other clubhouse was
Steve Avery, the chief recipient
of the homers. They didn't give
him any incentive, but the Mets
provided plenty of that by routing
the Braves 11-4 Saturday, a game
featuring a bench-clearing brawl
that began when New --.York's
John Cangelosi charged the
mound after he was hit by John
Smoltz. That came after a grand
slam by Ryan Thompson.
"I think that a little too much
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12-0 lead but Chicago rallied
while Pippen was sitting out die
final six minutes of the opening
quarter with his second foul.
The Bulls then pulled out to a
12-point halftime lead with a
22-11 second-quarter spurt. To
start the second half, Pippen
made consecutive steals leading
to breakaway dunks and the Bulls
had a 19-point lead.
They had wilted in the fourth
quarter of the first three games
but not this time. The Bulls, up
by 14 entering the final period,
held on.
"Our bench gave us the sup• See Page 7

Williams sinks Jazz
with 22-foot jumper
to keep-Denver alive

`Magic Out'

• See Page 7

When it comes to streaks, it's
hard to tell who's in a better
groove — Paul O'Neill or his
New York Yankees.
O'Neill got two more hits, raising his average to a major leagueleading .467, and the Yankees
won their 10th straight game,
12-1 Sunday over the Milwaukee
Brewers.
"It's a lot more fun to be hitting when the team's winning.
We're playing real well,"

Pippen did a quick interview
with NBC after the game but had
a "no comment" for most reporters afterward.
"I put it behind MC." said Pippen, who'd been widely criticized
for his actions Friday night. "I
apologized to the team and to
Phil Jackson. I don't think I have
to apologize to anyone else."
The fans gave him a warm
reception Sunday and Pippcn
responded against a team obviously missing starting point guard
Derek Harper, who was serving a
two-game suspension for fighting
Chicago' Jo Jo English on Friday
and initiating a melee.
New York jumped out to a

was made of the brawl yesterday," said Avery (4-1), who
allowed five hits while striking
out a season-high nine in eight
innings. "They kind of said some
things that fired me up a little bit.
I went out there with a little more
intensity."
Intensity had little to do with
the performance of Lopez, who
had two long homers.
"Monsters,:' Braves manager
Bobby Cox called them. "He hit
some monstcr shots, boy. He is
super, super strong."
"It sure helps when you score
in the first inning," Cox said.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily R. Weeklv
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• Call Us for Rates

Holland Motor Salo

assessed a technical for illegal
defense, put Denver in front
again, and Ellis followed with a
short hook shot for an 81-78 lead
with 1:13 left.
Stockton hit a 15-footer and
Karl Malone, who endured a
6-for-20 shooting night, made a
19-footer for an 82-81 Utah lead
with 17 seconds left. Williams,
however, made his long jumper
to put Denver in front, and Jeff
Hornacck missed a desperation
3-pointer at the buzzer.
Malone finished with 20 points
and Stockton 19 for the Jazz,
who saw their six-game playoff
winning streak snapped.
Neither team led by more than
seven points in the closely contested game. Denver center
Dikembe Mutombo blocked three
shots in the first three minutes of
the game, setting the defensive
tone. The Nuggets would finish
with 14 blocked shots, six by
Mutombo.
Williams scored nine straight
Denver points during a 13-4 run
early in the second quarter, giving the Nuggets a 32-25 lead.

DENVER (AP) — Reggie Williams hit a 22-footer with 1.9 seconds left, rallying the Denver
Nuggets past Utah 83-82 Sunday
night and keeping the Jazz from
advancing to the Western Conference final.
Utah will take a 3-1 lead in the
best-of 7 series into Game 5 on
Tuesday night in Salt Lake City.
A sixth game, if necessary, would
be played in Denver on Thursday
night.
The Nuggets, avoiding a fourgame sweep for the first time in
their playoff history and preventing Utah from recording its first
sweep ever, got a strong fourthquarter effort from LaPhonso
Ellis, who scored 10 of his 17
points in the period.
Williams, who finished with 21
points, had a pair of 3-pointers in
the final quarter, the last with
2:47 left to give Denver a 78-75
lead.
Utah's John Stockton countered with a layup, then a tying
free throw on a subsequent possession. Nlahmoud Abdul-Rauf's
free throw, after Utah was •See Page 7

5Breds' season ends
in 8-4 loss to Eagles
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. — Playing 12 hours after playing 12
innings, midnight finally struck for Murray State's baseball season.
Morehead State scored four runs in the fourth inning to claim an
8-4 win over the Thoroughbreds Saturday in a loser's bracket game
at the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament at Austin Peay.
Murray State, which lost to top-seeded Austin Peay 2-1 in 12
innings late Friday night, couldn't muster enough runs to avoid elimination against Morehead.
Murray State finished the year 24-25 under first-year coach Mike
Thicke, after going 9-31 in 1993.
Murray State led 3-2 through three innings, but watched Morehead rally for four runs on four hits and one error in the fourth
inning.
Morehead came back with two more runs in the fifth to push the
lead to 8-3. Murray State pushed one run across in the bottom of
the eighth to make the final 8-4.
Morehead outhit the 'Breds 13-11 and committed four errors to
Murray State's two.
Morehead starter Brian Hacker went the distance to pick up the
win, while MSU starter Jason Walker took the loss.
Morehead scored two in the top of the first to take the early lead,
but Murray State tied the game in the bottom of the first when
Chris Godwin singled, and later scored on Mau Culp's double to
right-center. Culp scored on an error.
Murray State took the lead in the second when Mark Schrand's
sacrifice fly brought home Kent Lcggs, who doubled to right.
center.
MSU's Godwin led all hitters by going 4-for-5 with a run scored.

Unser claims Indy 500 pole
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Al
Unscr Jr. captured the pole for
the May 29 Indianapolis 500 with
a four-lap, 10-mile average of
228.011 mph on Saturday.
Defending champion Emerson
Fiuipaldi took the outside spot on
the front row Sunday with an
average of 227.303. The Brazi-

lian was one of seven drivers
who made qualifying attempts
Sunday during an extension of
the first of four days of time
trials, made necessary because of
rain Saturday.
Raul Boescl of Brazil took the
middle spot on front row Saturday with an average of 227.618.
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Expos get 4 in 9th
to down Cards 9-8

SPORTS

BRIEFS
Lady Laker basketball sets camp dates

rallied
out the
opening
foul.

•

MONTREAL (AP) — Lenny
Webster drove in the winning run
as the Montreal Expos rallied for
four in the ninth inning Sunday to
heat the St. Louis Cardinals 9-8.
Wil Cordero led off with a
double off Mike Perez, took third
on a grounder and scored on
Mike Lansing's sacrifice fly.
Cliff Floyd drew a walk and
scored on an RBI double by Marquis Grissom before Rich Rodriguez (1-2) relieved and gave up a
run-scoring double to Larry
Walker.
After Moises Alou was walked
intentionally, Webster lined a
single to right to end the game.
Grissom and Lansing had two
run homers and drove in three
runs each for the Expos, who had
13 hits. John Wetteland (2-2)
pitched a scoreless ninth.

Calloway County girls' basketball coach Pete O'Rourke
announced on Monday dates for the 1994 Lady Laker Basketball
Camp. Offered for girls in grades PI through high school (this
year's grade), the camp will run from May 23-27 at the high
school.
Session 1 will run from 8-10 a.m. for girls in PI to 5th grade.
Session II will go from 1015 3 in to 12:15 p.m. for girls in 6th,
7th and 8th grades. Session III shill begin at 12:30 for high school
girls. Cost of the camp is 530 with registration on the first day of

lrvan extends Winston Cup lead

to

with a
urt. To
Pippen
leading
le Bulls

SONOMA. Calif.(AP) — Ernie lrvan dominated the Save Mart
300 on Sunday at Sears Point International Raceway, extending his
Winston Cup points lead over Dale Earnhardt to 40 points with his
third victory of the season.
Irvin, who edged Geoff Bodine by 9.56 seconds, started from the
pole and led all but six of the 74 laps on the 2.52-mile track. He
averaged 77.280 mph in his Ford Thunderbird. .Earnhardt finished
third.

: fourth
games
ulls, up
period.

Royals retire Brett's jersey number
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — George Brett's No. 5 was retired
Saturday before the Kansas City Royals' 6-2 loss to Oakland. Brett,
who retired last year after 20 seasons with the Royals, also was
inducted into the Royals Hall of Fame.
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FROM PAGE
shots; I'm just not making
any," said Barkley, who was
7-for-21.
Kevin Johnson had his second straight 38-point, 12-assist
game, but Barkley, who had 14
rebounds, was the only other
Phoenix player in double
figures.
Houston's Kenny Smith and
Mario Elie had 21 and 14
points, respectively, mostly
from outside. The Rockets also
led 9-4 in blocked shots and
outshot the Suns 52 percent-42
percent, more than offsetting
their 47-42 rebounding edge.
"Whatever shot we make
them take, they make," Phoenix coach Paul Westphal said.
"In Houston, we built leads
and tried to keep them,"
explained Olajuwon, who had
28 points, 12 rebounds and five
blocks. "Here, we played to
win and didn't worry about the
score."
Johnson had two three-point
plays, one on a dunk over Olajuwon, in the final 2:20, and
Elie said Johnson's singlehanded play was a contrast to
Houston's teamwork at the end.
"When a guy is hot like that
and playing as well as KJ, I
guess you've got to keep going
to him, but I guess it works in
our favor, because it keeps the
ball out of the hands of our no.
1 priority," Elie said of
Barkley.
Johnson said the Rockets
refused to fold.
"We felt all along they were
going to crack, and they never
did," he said. "I really felt like
our effort was much better than
Friday. If you lose like this, you
can live with it."
The Rockets have outscored
the Suns seven straight quarters,
starting with the last three of
Game 3. On Sunday, they were

ahead 25-20 after one quarter,
52-46 at halftime and 73-66
after three.
Smith kept the Suns at bay in
the third period, scoring 12 of
Houston's 21 points. His baseline 3-pointer with 7:45 left
stifled the Suns, who had closed
to 58-56 on a putback by
Barkley.

Calf Today
Professional
Real Estate
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FROM .PAGE 6
Utah went nearly five minutes
without a field goal, but Stockton
and Tom Chambers helped cut
the margin to 38-35 at intermission as the Jazz overcame the
Told shooting-of- Malone, who
was 3-for-14 and had eight points
at halftime.
After Stockton made a threepoint play and Jay Humphries
followed with a drive that gave
Utah a 52-48 third-quarter advantage, Denver went on an 8-0 run.
- But Hornacck hit the first
3-pointer of the game with just
under a minute left in the period,
and Chambers scored inside to
give Utah a 59-58 lead entering
the final period.
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* Financing Available *
"Murray's Friendly Home Stereo Dealer"
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•Pippen plays...
basketball," Ewing said. "We
missed Derek but we have other
people. We just didn't get it done
with our other players."
The three-time defending
champion Bulls did get it done as
they have all season, despite distractions and the retirement of
Michael Jordan.
"A lot of things have gone on
with this Chicago team through
the years and all they have done
is to continue winning," Riley
said.
But now the Bulls must find a
way to win one in Madison
Square Garden as they did in last
year's .03ine 5 when they went
on to a six-game victory over the
Knicks in the conference finals.
"We know we haven't accomplished anything. We've taken
care of home court. Point blank,"
Jackson said. "We still have to
do, the impossible task or the one
that is difficult, rallying -to the
effort that has happened at Madison Square Garden. But we know
we can do it. We're there. We've
come close twice. We feel confident the next one we can climb
that mountain right away."

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Jane Rogers Ins.

NEW YORK (AP) — New York's Derck Harper was suspended
for two games and fined $15,000, and Chicago's Jo Jo English was
suspended for one game and fined SI0,000 for fighting in Friday
night's playoff game, the NBA said Saturday. Seven other Knicks
and eight other Bulls were fined $2,500 each for leaving the bench
during the melee. The teams were fined S50,000 each.

FROM PAGE 6
port we needed to have rested
players back on the floor," Jackson said.
"This series should be over by
now," said Knicks center Patrick
Ewing, who scored 18 points.
"Unfortunately it's tied up. They
stepped up and tied it up. Now
it's our turn to regroup and come
on strong Wednesday."
That's when the series resumes
in Madison Square Garden where
the Bulls played two strong
games to open the series, only to
fall short and run out of energy
both times.
Harper will have to sit again
and his physical presence and
ballhandling will be missed, as
will his scoring. Greg Anthony,
who started in his place Sunday,
missed 11 of 13 shots.
New York also had 24 turnovers in a closely officiated game
that restricted the Knicks' banging defense.
"I think they played defense
on the other end and we weren't
poised. We let it rattle us and
didn't stay focused and didn't
create leads. We just didn't play

Call 753-4563

'See me for all your famiy instranai needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
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front
with a
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Tom Pagnozzi had one of four
St. Louis homers — his first this
season — and drove in three runs
as the Cardinals had a seasonhigh 16 hits.
Escaping with a no-decision to
remain 10-0 in his career was
Montreal's Kirk Rueter, who was
knocked out in the first.
St. Louis strung six hits off
Rueter to start the game and take
a 3-0 lead, failing to score more
as two Cardinals ran into outs.
Rueter has left trailing in four
games, ahead in one and tied in
the other. He lasted more than
five innings just once in his eight
starts.
Rueter allowed three runs on
six hits in another poor outing.
Despite a 2-0 record, his earned
run average is 6.89.

SCOREBOARD
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2 1..4 05 om
games scheduled
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YMCA
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SUMMER DAY CAMP
Begins May 31st Until School In August
Time: 6 a.m.-5:30 p.m. • Location: East Elementary
Cost: $12 Per Day For 1st Child
$6 Per Day For Each Additional Child
Ages: 3-14
Field Trips • Games • Swimming
Registration May 19 8 20 • 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
And Will Be On-Going Throughout The Summer.
Must Be A Member Of The "Y' To Attend

We would like to make
two things perfectly clear.

Two reasons to visit Van Dyck Eye Center
in Paris, Tennessee on May 19th:

2-4 p.m.

Free RK
Screening
vr
6:30 p.m.

1024 Kelley Drive
Pans, TN

1024 Kelley Drive
Pans, TN

Free Cataract/Glaucoma
Screening

For reservations call 1-800-489-0237.

Try Us For
Lunch or Dinner
• Open Late 7 Nights A Week •

six:PO%
GRILL
Corner of 15th & Olive Blvd. • 753-1116
•
•

If these screening dates arc not convenient, please call to schedule a free personal evaluation

II your eyesight isn't perfect, we'd
like to tell you about some safe outpatient- procedures available at Van Dyck
Eye Center.
If you are nearsighted or have astigmatism, you may be a candidate for radial
keratotomy (RK). Nearly all RK patients
experience a significant improvement

and don't need glasses or contacts alter
the proiedure
If you, are 55 or older and your vision
is blurry or dim, simple cataract surgery
may he your answer
`'So look into RK and catarkf-Surgery
at Van Dyck Eye Center The benefits
are perfectly clear'

EOM
-

VAN I )) K 1,YE.CINI1k

----WU-Kelley-Drive•Pam,IcautcsAce 38.241
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211.PigY
Olisataril fad lux.
dr& Disceurd 3•0
EIrdlAsIs WIha NOM Owl larkt)
$1.75 per column Inch extra los
Tuesday CShopping Guide).
Rftgaiti-M1
26$ per word. WOO minimum
1st day.Se per wood per day tor
each additional comsat:mitre
day. Si.n 000 tOf Shopper
(Tues. CbissIdeds90Into Shopping Guide.) 42.00 extra tor
blind box ads.

zzaiditizmAtogrri
A $2.00 tee webs requiradlo make
ars changes lo ad alter deadline.

010
020
025
030
040
050

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of lhonks
h Memory
Lost & Found
FARMERS MARFI

190
370
390
400
550

Form Equipment
livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Proauce
Feed & Seed

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS

SEARS

,,,,,t \mural

753-2310

ahlutri,

1s t%

0;0
Lost
And Found

FIZINGE
BENEFITS
1:,„.,,, 1..
CREATIVE Sewing 5 Services, 400 North 8th
753-5930 Open MonWed 3pm to 8pm, Sun
1pm to 4 30pm

Will trade 1 acre
dark tobacco base
for Burley base.

CANCER
INSURANCE

435-4263

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

FREE ESTIMATES' Let
Video Production Specialties tansfer your home movies to videotape Now in its
10th year Call Donna Darnell 759-9246
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic, gifted from God
5 5 4 - 7904 call for
appointment

”ree ocal Cam servos'

FOUND watch at MSU
Bennie Percell's Court Before 5pm. 753-9479.
759-1509 after 5pm.

$1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home. No experience. Free information/
supplies No obligation.
Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Horizon, Dept FF, PO Box
2149, Brownwood, TX
76804.
ACCEPTING applications,
USA Union 76, convenience store, 811 Sycamore
Apply in person 753-7333
ARBY'S hiring for day &
night shift Apply in person
between 2-4pm No phone
calls please
COOK for early morning
shift & waitress for afternoon shift Apply in person
at Granny's, 1006
Chestnut

America s Second Car

Ugly Duckling
locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

ATTENTION MURRAY
"PORTAL JOBS"'
Start $11.41/hr. +
benefits. For application & info, call 1(216)324-5508 7 a.m.
to 10 p.m. 7 days.

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

116

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY

94 West to Johnny Robertson Road. South to Se
Hare Road rrighs on So Halo Road 1/4 Mile

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

CLOSEOUT CLEARA\CE SALE

25%

OFF

Entire Store wide Sale
Patio furniture, chairs, tables,

scratched, dents, as is, your choice.

94 Things and More
1 mi. East on Hwy. 94 E
M-F 10-5 / Sat. 10-6
753-3769

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANgfr.

akit,

A .4

tt1.1

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Compton
Boots & Motors

470
480
486
490
495
500
510
520

Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A. or A+
rated companies to give iou the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
leo
105
200
210
220
240
260
310

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Traces
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sole
APplionces
Homo Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Mochnes
Heavy Equipment
Sports EQulornent
Firewood
Music of
Miscellaneous
T.V & Radio
Pets & Supplies

COOKS, dishwasher, waitress. Day & night shifts for
all, full & part-time Apply in
person after 3prn at Ann's
Country Kitchen, Hazel,
KY.
COOKS WANTED Kitchen
manager
$300/week, cooks
$240/week, Boy Scout
Camp Roy C Manchester,
Kentucky Lake off US 68 at
Jonathan Creek. JuneJuly. Call 502-443-6461 or
1-800-477-7974.
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3.00pm.
This proiec-t is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
DRIVERS- Team or solo.
Join the top refrigerated
carrier in America and be a
part of our proven, no
down-payment lease option plan We'll give you top
pay+ guarantee, load/
unload pay; drop-off pay,
layover pay and a 1,300+
average length of haul
(Our solo drivers average
3,000 miles/Week) Talk
with our contractors- they'll
tell you how great our program is Cal PRIME today at
800-224-4585, Dept Z-23
• EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mail Start now.
no experience, free supplies, free information, no
obligation Send SASE to
Lifetime. Dept 28, PO Box
39, Bangs, Tx 76823.
FOOD Service Aide: Murray Calloway County Hospital has a lull-lime food
service aide positiOn OPthl
tinth reed cook riporeitelities Previout booking experience in an instiourionsii
restaurant setting preferred Emellere benefits
package APO)/ Pi Perim
at. MCCH Personnel Dept.
803 Poplar St. Eat

MANAGER Trainee Fast
paced marketing company
in the telectsion programming held is now hiring in
response to the tremendous growth of the industry
brought on by government
regulations and cable company rate increases This is
an outstanding opportunity
for an aggressive, growth
minded individual Starting
salary is $350 per week
plus bonuses & incentives
If you think this is the opportunity for you. send resume
to PO Box 1040 U, Murray,
KY 42071

Swift
Roofing
Co.
Industrial Road
Murray
Now taking
applications for
experienced
shingle roofers.

Apply in person.
See Steve or
Ricky.
EXPERIENCED bartender
with references. Mature, responsible person preferred 901-232-6040. Ask
for Sharon!
FULL-TIME position marketing computer hardware.
software & accessment instruments to KY schools
Must be technologically
cornpentent & have teaching experience Salary
commensurate Bring resume to Micro Age Computer Center, 314 Main,
Murray

GROCERY Management
Large independent chain
seeks experienced retail
managers for Western PART or full-time position
Kentucky & Eastern Mis- now available at Subway
souri Excellent pay, fringe Must be 18 Pleaseapplyin
& bonus Send resume to- person at Subway SandwiPO Box 1040 S. Murray. KY ches 508 N 12th St no
42071.
phone calls please
MAJOR telephone co now
WILDLIFE/
hiring technicians, installCONSERVATION JOBS
service
reps,
accounts
ers,
Game wardens, security,
operators No experience
No exp
necessary For information maintenance, etc
necessary Now hiring For
call 1-219-736-4715 ext
info call 219-794-0010 ext
F3482 Sam-8pm 7 days
7159, 8am 9pm 7 days
TEMPORARY labor. Apply
at Bogard Trucking be8am-5pm
tween
753-2446, 759-1828.

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced references Call
Linda 759-9553
CPR certified mother of 2
will care for your children.
full-time preferred Big
fenced play yard
753-1197
WILL keep children in my
home in the Hazel area
Will furnish references
Phone 498-8416

NEED 60 people Lose ALTERATIONS and re10-30 pounds in 30 days pairs Rental gowns & tuxeNew. 100% natural, doctor dos Ruth's See and Sew
recommended program Country Square 1608 N
Easy, safe, guaranteed 621, Murray 1536981
619-698-2419.
LOOKING for lawns to
NOW taking applications at mow.753-6226,753-4168.
The Dutch Essenhaus,
SEWING lobs wanted, inHwy 121 N 753-2334
cluding formal wear
NOW taking applications at 753-1061
the Homeplaoe Family Restaurant. Hwy 121 N
PAPA John's Pizza is now
accepting applications for
assistant manager, 5 day
work week, paid training
program, paid vacations
competetive wages Apply
in person, Dixieland Cen
ter 753-6666

CLASSIFIED

Murray's tonly Hothe Owned &
Operated Pest Control Service

EARN extra $ at home
Free information & supplies Send SASE to OLD
& Co. PO Box 1581 Murray, KY 42071
FRANCHISE for sale Mayfield, Paducah, Benton,
Fulton, 100 year old industry, 25 year old company,
100% success rate if you
are accountable responsible and teachable
1 800 447 4889
OWN your own business
Profitable route Restocking displays No selling required Accounts established $6,900 investment
8-10 hours per week
$2000-54000 monthly
earnings
Call
214-783-2593

753-0414

SOUTHERN
SATELLITE
'Satellite Systems
'Sales 'Service 'Parts
'Service After The Sale
'Systems Starting At 1,299
'Serving West Kentucky
Since 1984
DISCOUNT PRICES ON SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

For More Information Call:
(502) 753-3107

Falwell Designer/Craftsman

VENDING ROUTE Must
sell, very strong cash business 1-800 820 4353
Earn up to $3.000/mo processing mortgage refunds
your area No experience
necessry. 502-569-1962

PC Repair- upgraded
training at your location
Hawkins Research,
753-7001
TANDY 1000 HX computer, expanded memory,
color monitor, printer, software, $375 Phone
753-2112

Want
To Buy

Custom Woodworking:
Countertops
Kitchen and Bath cabinets
Custom Closets
Entertainment centers
Custom Furniture
Staircases

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

ArcNtectural Drafting & Design:
Interior 3D views
Floor pions modified
Blueprints copied
Remodeling design

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles. 436-2578,
901-644-0679

See your home before you build!
Pooh) 7 Box OAS
Musroy kentucks

Builder $ PowesSosece
Phone (502)7619250

wswsi Rood Between Johnny IkOestsOn OnCI GlbOS Sore Roos

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 21(2 consistency ad in Classifleasevery day,including the Shopper.
for $ le° a month (paid in advance).

Coll 753-1916 for d•tolls.

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

Public Sole
For Trode
Fro* Coiunn
Wonted

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
WANT to buy: antique furniture. glassware & china. I
piece or houseful,. Call
492-8128 between
10am -4 30prn.
WINDOW air conditioners,
working or not 753-5958

OFFICE HOURSz
Mon.-Frt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 arn.-12 p.m.
• Deadline' we 2 days
bi advance/

270

270

Mobile
Homes For Sob

Mobile
Homes For Sete

CRAFTSMAN 14hp Briggs 1994 14X52 BUCCA2 cycle IC engine.6 speed. NEER Washer, dryer, dis38 inch cut used 2seasons hwasher, 2br. 1 bath NUM
on small yard Excellent landscaping 10X14 outcondition 492-8659
building with electricity Jatub, new sectional
FREE hickory saw dust' cuzzi
wide screen Iv
For sale hickory slab & sofa and
included Located in Fox
BB° wood
Hickory
Meadows. $24,000 Call
Squares, Puryear, TN
759-9311 after 5pm
901-247.5550
or
901-6420102
1994 16X80- GATEWAY
3br,2 bath, northern insulaNEW metal siding & roofng Cover 36" cut to length tion, lots of extras, dein,ered to your lot. Special
rn 10 colors, galvanized
sale
price, $19,900 Gateand galvalume Secondary
way Mobile Homes Phone
if available Portable car502-52-1427
port kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
1994 SPRING Special,
28X58 3br, 2 bath, northern
PIANO $100 Hot water
insulation, oak cabinets,
heater, $50 Gas heater,
dish washer, fireplace
$100 Goats, $25 Call
Quality Home at Super
759 2082
Price, $34,900 Gateway
SUN tanning beds new & Mobile Homes Phone
502-527-1427
used Financing available
Parts service & supplies
24X56 DOUBLEWIDE,
Call
Sonny
3br, 2 bath, service pole,
Hooks 753 9274, or
$10,d00 obo 474-8349
600 540 9790
2BR, furnished & carpeted
on 3 lots Well & septic
system Reduced Wilson
Realty, 302 _S 12th
Appliances
753-3263
REFRIGERATORS
stoves washers, dryers & REPOSSESSIONS Two
deep freezers Priced very 14X70's Holly Park & Fairreasonable 354-8528 mont, 2br & 3br, Northern
built with 2'X6' walls, only
anytime
$800 down with payment
less than rent Gateway
190
Mobile Homes Phone
Farm
502527-1427
Equipment
K•GLEANER Combine with
13tt floating header & 2 row
corn header, $2,500 obo
436-2339

CLASSIFIED

CUSTOM build or buy from
our huge inventory Save
BIG BUCKS $S during
month of May! See Ed.
Chuck. Bill. or Johnny for
your best housing value
Dinkins Mobile Homes,
Inc., Hwy. 79E, Pans, TN
1-800-642-4891
LAKELAND QUALITY
HOMES, Benton, KY Why
pay rent/ With your good
credit & 10% down you can
own for less than rent' 1994
14X56 $146/mo. 1994
14X68 $166/mo. 1994
16X60 $198/mo, 1994
16X80 $219/mo, 1994
28X48 $291/mo Free air
with each New Horne During the month of May Lakeland Quality Homes, Hwy
641 3 miles North of Ben."
ton, Jack Thompson, Bill
Carder 502-527-5253
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753-5209

Saturday, May 21, 10:07 a.m.
NICE golf cart' 1987 Club
Car with battery charger,
51,000 Call 753-0913

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

AMEGA A-500 + complete
with cd ROM drive
753 6768
CONSOLESpinet piano
for sale Take on small
payments, see locally
800-343-6494
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

KILL ROACHESIBuy ENFORCER OverNite Roach
Spray or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back. GUARANTEED' Available at Coast
to Coast 604 N 12th St
SLOW DRAINS? DRAIN
CARE ends slow drains
Removes years of buildup
in pipes and its safe to use
Money back GUARANTEED' Available at Murray
True Value Home & Auto
HDW, North Side shopping
Ctr

Purchase
Parkway Exit 25B
Highway 62 • Calvert City, Ky.
1 Acre Commercial Tract 239 ft. Road Frontage

Interstate - 24 Exit 27 &

LOCATION: Traveling Purchase Parkway,
take Exit 25B east on Hwy.62 go 3 tenths of
a mile, the subject property is on the right.
Traveling 1-24 take Exit 27 west on Hwy.62
go 6 tenths of a mile the property is on the
left.
Out of Town Owner Says Sell
We believe that "You can't do better." A
"HOT'stretch of highway - An easy accessible - Highly visible commercial lot at your
price - Auction Price.
Take a look at the traveling instructions
again. Yes, this property lies between two
super highways. Just 3 minutes from Kentucky Lake on busy Highway 62.
This hot little area has recently attracted
McDonald's,Dairy Queen,The Fox Fire Inn
and two new convenience marts. Other
small businesses along this stretch continue
to thrive and grow.
Improvements to the property include a 30'x
40.5 pole type building with concrete floors.
Sixteen feet ceiling clearance and 15' x 16'
swing type doors. A 49.5' x 29.5' service
station type building with concrete floors
27.5' x 27'garage area with 2- 10'x 10.5'roll
up garage doors 10.5' x 11' office area and a
16.5 z20'retail area.The building also has a
200 amp breaker system.
The property is served by city water, city
sewers and natural gas.
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE:The buildings sell
in "As is" condition. According to the owner
no underground storage tanks exist on this

property.
Don't miss this R.A.R.E. Auction opportunity. Attend this Absolute Auction and
buy at your price. Property sells to the
highest and best bid regardless of the

250
Business
Services
K.T.I. and Associates offering a full line of investigative
services. Bel Air Center.
753-3868 or 436-6099.

14X60 BUCCANEER
10yrs old, 2br, 1 bath, central his, all electric, excellent condition, located in
Murray Call 247 0665 after

amount. "You Can't Do Better."
TERMS OF AUCTION:A 15%deposit day of
auction. Balance within 30 days. A 10%
Buyer's Premium will be added to the final
bid and included in the total contract prim.
To preview the property call Bill Kopperud
in Murray at 1400-455-1222 or call Robert
Alexander at 1400407-90LD.

It()BEItT

.1/14

5pm

BOGARD tnickirig and exGaveling, inc.* Witlil SOP
sod. gravel. ON dirt while
rock. np rap. 750-14211.

BEST Home Center, Hwy
45 E, Milan, TN presents
Fleetwood Homes sale of
sales 16X80 3br, 2 bath.
central air, all for $19,999
As little as $103240 down
payments $202 33-mo. or
3br, 1 bath, 14X64. $750
down, payment S165/mo
2br, 1 bath, 14X50 $650
down, $135/mo Call
1-800-282-3781 or
901-686-8790

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

210
PROFITABLE protected
territory, PARADISE
SNOW FRANCHISE in
Murray Includes building
shaved ice machine & complete starter kit, $7,900
442-4758
START a home-based business 700 companies offering home employment
Amazing recorded message reveals secrets
(216)544-6343 Ext *L10

Serving Western KY With Complete Termite
And Pest Control Service Since 1958

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sole or Lease
Home Loons
Pea Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

Asides
For Sale

Domestic
& Childcare

lisp
Wanted

REAL FsTAIT
270
365
420
430
£35
440
450
460

150

070

Notice

$21"

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

23)
250
290
530

Insurance
EXTerrrinoting
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered
TRANSPORTATION

280
Mobil* Homes for Rent
265 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
300
Business Rentals
Wont To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
.....Rooms For Rent
330
340
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Leos*
360

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m,

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches gyros
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800 649 3804

SERVICES

oeo

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

Notice

lull Set

%•1.
'N.ail

060
070
090
100
110

02n

020

._;

E MEV> ME NT
Help Wanted
DornesliC & Chilcicore
Stuotlon Wonted
kenos OPPOrtUnitY
Instruction

ANNOUNC Mit."

753-1916

CALL

AIME
TC)

WOO Cokann Inch

tallandgtal
Advalbsaasesaiseded to
cheek Ohs
fesalion al
Isisablator*moos.Moray
Lodger & lbws loll be esspoesIble lot Clef ate beetled lassollea Any ems
should be sepo•ed hatedelety se cowildlons cat be
mai&

11X401990PREMIER3br.
2 bath on 2 acres
751 3-7644 attar 4prn.
1445 BUCCANEER 14)(70
2br. 2 bath. central P.
7S3-1454
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2BR very nice appliances
& lawn care furnished
clack. wrd hook up central
hie Available now Cow
man RE 753-9898

1 OR 2tx apts near down
town Murray 753 4109

MOBILE home lots for rent
492 8488

' ROOM efficency apart
ment $200rno Available
now 1602 Olive partial utilColeman RE
ities
9898
753
air
Trane
heat
&
7a TON
unit new condibon fully I ROOMS for rental 1614
guaranteed 753 1300 Olive Utilities furnished
leave message 9am 6pm
Share kitchen living room
489 2116 7Pre 10Pm
tl bathroom tacilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
53 9898

id So
▪ et

OW
IC01OM,
bedi-

ALMOST new 2br duplex in
Northwood Stove reInger
ator dishwasher wed hook
up gas central ha No
pets $400 mo . deposit
Days 753 1953 nights
753-C670
EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

2BR apartment in North
wood $280 mo 759 4406

ro be

800 220050 ft
RE 753 9898

Coleman

2BR duplex Great neigh
borhood Central ha Dis
heasher refrigerator \OI
eooeup $375 rtio 1 year
•ease Deposit no pets
1906 B Westwood
753 8734

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95 mo includ
ing all utilities 753 1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
7534509 or 753 6612

2BR duplex central tva,
appliances furnished in
duding wed Coleman RE
753 9898

IMMEDIATE occupancy'
New triplex, appliances
furnished only 2 apart
ments remaining Call
753 1266

2BR duplex on 1304 Val
leywood Or, $325 mo
available June 1st
759-4406

1 BLOCK FROM MSU
2br furnished duplex
$300 mo 1 year lease deposit No pets Retrig
stove 1415 A Poplar
753 8734

2BR duplex, gas heat,
$325:mo. 1207 Poplar
753-2339. 753 8767

leR apartment for rent
near campus. $200 mo
Partial utilities paid
759 9980 leave message

2BR furnished near campus No pets 753 5980

1BR available now low al
'es no pets $185-mo
"53 3949
1BR near campus
753-2339,
$195 mo
753 8767

ALITY
Y Why
lr good
'our can
it 1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
ee air
ie OurLake
s. Hwy
Bere
el Bill
53

HILLDALE Apartments
under new management
Come see the changes tak
ing place Now available
2br apartment 24hr maintenance Handicap acces
sib's
Office hours
8am 4 30pm Mon Fri
Equal Housing Opportun
ity 437-4113

28R duplex appliances
d hook up fenced in
back yard water utility,
central air, $420 mo Depo
sit security Call 4921393

1 2 380 apts Furnished
.ery nice near MSU No
75 3 1 25 2
Pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm

Jy from
Save
during
9e Ed.
nny for
value
tomes,
ns, TN

FURNISHED apts renting
now Available in May No
pets Also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman
Apts
753 6609

2BR duplex with satellite
appliances. w d hook-up
central ha,$375 mo
Lease & deposit 753 7457

38R 2 bath low utilities
with garage $550 mo
753 3293 alter 6pm

ir, Hwy
esents
sale of
2 bath
19 999
down
MO Or
I $750
65 mo
D $650
Call
11 or

FOR
3 people
partially furnished available June 1st $150 mo
each 753 9564

28R townhouse. 1e
baths, all appliances including washer & dryer
deck, ceiling fans, tool
shed, new vinyl flooring
new paint, free lawn care
Coleman RE, 753 9898

LARGE duplex in private
area Central air, gas heat.
all appliances Lease plus
No pets
deposit
759 1087
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

1BR near MSU appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898

28R townhouse, new, spacious all appliances including washer & dryer
753 4573

1BR on North 4th deposit
No pets
$185 mo
753 8848 before 9pm

3BR downtown apartment,
$300 mo 753 0819 days.
753 9636 nights

.76•
07732g.
CAR WASH_

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between Barn-12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished.
central gas heat & air,
$475,mo 1 mo deposit, 1
yr lease No pets Call
753-2905

i.d1-2•4;2)i
,
Under New Ownership
Kimber & Jimmy Hale

SAO

1301 N. 12th St• U.S. Hwy. M1 N.

171

KENTUCKY Lake Lakeland Westly Village lbr
apartment utilities included,rent based on income Elderly, handicap &
disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502 354 8888

Houses
For Rent

Murray, KY 42071* 753-1008

or 3br.
ing dis
1-5209

2BR 1 bath lakefront in
Panarama Shores. furnished, central tea, available
June 1, $400/mo plus deposit 310-322-4999

PS

2BR, garage. nice lot, 711
Payne St. $375/mo
753-2339 753-8767

All Types Of:

•

Custom Woodworking

2BR, gas heat. 415S 10th,
$325"mo
753-2339,
753-8767

and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Elrod By And See Cur Showroom
409 Sunbury • Murray (Behind Bunny Broods
753-5940

ray,
s of
;ht.
.62
the

Simplicity
•••

" A
est OUT

Authorized
BRIGGS & STRATTON
and KOHLER
Service Casa

3BR house available June
1st Central tea, dis
hwasher, garbage disposal, stove & refrigerator
furnished, $425/mo Deposit required Call 753-2981,
leave message

rr ias 22 -

SMALL 2br in Coldwater.
Stove & refrigerator furnished. No pets. Lease required, $290/mo.
489-2440

Across from StWthern States

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road

one
two
.en-

3e0
For Rent
Or Leas.

P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

ted
Inn
her
nue

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
520-$40/mo 759-4081

Also Repair Work

BCS Tillers

753-2925

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753-2905

SPENDING YOUR
MONEY ON

10'X
WS.
16.
vice
)ors
roll
id a
AS

STORAGE trailers for rent
753-7888

LOW QUALITY SIGNSI!

50x50 Warehouse
Building For Rent
On Industrial Road.

CALL: 753-2378

WOOD WORKS
c

Call 753-5976

oi,8n6

city

378
Livestock
& Supplies

sell
Tier
this

BUILDING LOTS
FOR SALE

ROTand
the
the

1 AOHA Quarter horse
Gelding. sorrel colored,
rode by 12yr old gel Nice
Call
hooking horse
435-4201 after 6pm
PETER Pumpkin 'Eater's
wife would have stayed
home if she'd had a beautiful carefree PVC fence
Holland Fence Co Mayfield, Ky 345-2776

$8,500.00
Cambridge Subd.
Starting -

Ly of
i016
inal

Off Bailey Road
• Curb & Gutter Streets
• City Water
• City Sewer • Blacktop Streets
• Restricted
• City Gas
• City Electric • Single Family or
Multi-Family
• Cablevlsion

rud
pert

3h0
Pets
& Supplies
2 PARROTS hand raised.
very friendly & talkable.
$350/ea Will consider payments Baby Cockateels.
$25/ea 901-644-3107

Terms: 20% Down, Balance Up To 60
Months.

HAVE an obedient, sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessens
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

—CALL—
•

DAYS
753-6156
559-1743

Berry Farm 2
cues of prime ripe strawberries Good for canning
or eating $ 50qt U pick.
65 we etch Sausfacbon
guarantied
WALLACE U Pick strawberries Open Tues. Thur.
Sat, 7arn Mon Wed Fn.
4pm Sun 1-5pm $ 60qt
U cod( $1 25/qt °rowed
753 0195 or 753 2047
North 16th & Poor Farm Rd
430
Reel
Estate
20 1 ACRES East of Murray, mostly woods private.
$18,950 will sell half.
terms 759 1922
40 SECLUDED acres be
tween Almo & Kirksey
753-9585
COMMERCIAL property
for sale several locations
Call Mur Cal Realty
75344-44 P S Restaurant
with equipment
COMMERCIAL building for
sale City s best location
Court Square Paris TN
Two story, 2500sq ft per
floor
I 800 447 4889
earn 6pm leave message
ENVIRONMENTAL as
sessments for your properly, Hickory Grove Environmental, Inc 753 3781
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our court°
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
KY Lake lots priced from
$3000 to $19,500 All
wooded & most have beau
OW views of KY Lake Con
tact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222
NEW duplex for sale Cam
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 753 6156

2BR house on 2 corner lots
in Lakeway Shores lake
view, great getaway'
$25 000 75 3 2339
753-8767
NICE cabin 2 minutes from
boat ramp available for
summer rental Weekly rate
& weekend packages available 753-2339, 753 8767
140

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOS, WOOOWORK/NG

1.

REGISTERED chocolate
Lab 7mos male shots &
wormed $150 492 8824

EVENINGS
7534156
759-1503
753-0277

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

Lots
For Sale
100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision All city
utilities reduced $17,500
753-4873 after 6pm

2 3br 1 bath, central gas
tea, carport 753-0859
days. 753-5214 evenings
2BR, 2 bath 1 4 acres new
CG hfa, heated garage
House is very well built
753-9652 leave message
2 STORY house, 3br, 2
baths on 4 7 acres 9 miles
N of Murray on 641
437 4995
3BR well decorated brick
home with detached 2'6
car garage Located on
shaded street in a very
desirable neighborhood
Bargain priced in the low
$705 for quick private sale
Mayfield
Call
5022512709 or 251-2713
for appointment to see this
attractive home

COUNTRY squire Me on
!su e acres
two
3br
baths three car garage
recreation
workshop
one owner Call
room
753 1492 Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
EXECUTIVE home Quality
construction custom built
in highly desirable location
Features 3 large bed
rooms 3 tuft baths format
Irving room flows through
trench doors to den large
kitchen features many cus
tom built cabinets & center
island A must to see, Call
Professional Real Estate
tor your private showing
759 1591

1988 WHITE Toyota Corolla SR 5 92 XXX miles
good condition excellent
gas mileage Need to sell'
53 5774 after 6pm
1989 CHEVROLET Cam
aro RS excellent condition
$750 Call 759 4958 after
5pm
1992 EAGLE Talon
loaded 753 8613 alter
5 30pm
GRADUATION 1988 VW
Cabriolet convertible triple
white 79 XXX miles ac
p s sa b new top asking
price reduced to $7,500
502 365 7849

CDR sale by owner Beautiful 2 or 4 bedroom log
home custom built by
Vans
owner on eight acres approximately 5 miles SW of 1990 PLYMOUTH Voyager
Murray Features include .an extra nice 753 7269
large 14X26 greatroom
with stone fireplace, cy- MINI van 1992 Ford 1991
press beams throughout, Dodge 1991 Plymouth
wide plank pine floors, Voyager 753 0603
large country kitchen with
handcrafted cabinets, cast
iron Country Charm
cookstove oven and pantry 2 full baths on main
floor one with lavatory built 1973 GMC PICKUP 350
into antique oak dresser engine runs good $1050
and old clawfoot tub, 759 1799 after 5 30pm
another full bath in walk out
basement Beautiful wood- 1977 FORD F 250 t. ton
land landscaping with herb pick up 460 engine, at,
beds large garden Small P s pb auto, sliding rear
indow heavy duty over
meandering stream in back
yard that empties into a toad springs, 5 good tires
garden pool Covered front could pull heavy trailer
and back porches Property good interior am fm radio,
also includes 120 year old good mileage, color light
oak log tobacco barn, large nlue heavy duty rear bum
workshop 4 stall equip- per with trailer hitch
436 5582
ment shed and small gar
den shed Too many amen- 1987
DODGE Dakota 4x4,
ities to mention each sepnew motor 92xxx miles
erately, must be seen to
54900 753 7868
appreciate For appoint
ment. call 753 6855 after
5pm

CLASSIFIED

1 I 1 A Hauling tree trim
ming tree removal clean
mg out sheds attics & odd
sobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb

1977 SAVAGE Runabout
lett new tilt & trim new
depth finder new interior,
rebuilt motor, asking
$3,495 obo 376 2638

Al Allbetten s Lawn Sof
vice Weekly & depend
able No sob too small Free
estimates Tim 753 0749

1982 PRECISION Trawler
41ft 120hp Cummins
diesel twins, sleeps six
hbrglass hull, teak wood
interior & deck, two heads,
Marine heat & air
502 753 6156

Al Tree Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm 492 8737 753 0495
A 1 Tree trimming mulch
hauling & odd jobs Paul
436 2528

William Duncan
Building Contractor

1987 CHAPARRAI 20ft ski
boat 230hp double axel
trailer mint condition
$10,900 Call 753 4663
days 492 8479 nights

Expenenced builder of houses,
garages. pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

BOAT motor & trailer 1976
Venture tri hull 15h 1971
Johnson 60hp Humming
bird LCR Minnkota 765mx
trolling motor. $800 firm
753 7602

474-8267

SEA Ray 1976 Cuddy Ca
bin 22tt new 235hp 1,
0
Mercruiser, Bimini top
Days 753 3914 nights
435-4236

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.

USED boats motors trail
ors & salvage parts for sale
Boat & motor repair All
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine Repair, Hwy 121 S
502 436 5464

Central Heating if Cooling Service iS Instal/aeon
Electrical Service et Installation
Licensed Gas AAerchant

NEIL.
Murray, KY

(502) 435-4699

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

CAMP

0.4111m
. ert rlectric
Fl111.4.CAt Cl WRAC, _As
Commercial 8 Residential • Licensed 8 Insured
James C. Gallimore, Owner

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING

NEW listingl 3br & 1 bath
home on 2 nice lots Located Almo Ky Good condition Call Mur Cal Realty,
753 4444

7 Days Per Week
• Home Auiconat.•
808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

MURRAY 753-9224
A

RON HALL

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor

OWNER transferred 3br, 2
bath, living room and family
room 24f1 above ground
pool with deck new natural
gas heat and air, $69,500
489-2623 or 489 2789 for
appointment

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating 6 Cooing Service 8 InsialJaton
i _._._
1 pifieur,, Eiscricai Service & instanabor
r.
Ilita..Ggis
hcensed Gas Merchant

-

Call for an appointment

753-2962

Murray,

l':111 1 ',: Anytinir,

IL'tenecyth Rd tHwy 2991
kLiray K v 42'"

759-4685

Commercial Waste
-a , v.. Disposal
li

2.•et i Ike ,,,,. ...IF'

Motorcycles

•Voillseii :taws

All Type. of

Refuoir

Service

1-800-585-6033

436-5095

Bud Stewart, Route Manager

,,
ri N
at y O. .1--8 F1 a scIA Stiuati

. QUALITY WORK AT FAIR PRICES
New Tires • Struts • Alignments
, • Brakes • Oil Changes & Lubes

753-6952
INSURANCE

• Wrecker Service • Shocks
Routine Service Work • Suspension Repair

Lou V. McGary

1993 CBR 600 F2 with new
AGV helmet $4,500
753 1766

VISA Nic
408 N. 4th St,
DISCOVER
Murray
ACCEPTED

Does Your Policy Pay t00%
of the Deductibley0

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

753-7890 8

-

1

Heating & Cooling

a.m.-8 p.m.

Poison Control
753--7588

(502) 753-6779
(502) 753-8346

RANDY THORNTON
COMPANY INC.

You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay 5676 on part A. $100 on Part B.
Call me for more information_
FREE I IELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

1977 FORD LTD 2dr, reconditioned, low mileage,
excellent interior, one
owner 753-6931 afternoon
or evening

1

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

ti1 I I 0 W
0
'

1991 YAMAHA 650 Waverunner with trailer, excellent condition $4,000 obo
Call 753 3117 or 759 4950

0"'i- 'Ali 489 ?JP?

Dan & Sue Webb Licensed Dealer
Rt. 5 Yarbrough Rd. • Murray, Ky.
Call For Catalog Or Information

-

1990 SUZUKI GS 500 red
7 XXX miles $1,800
759-9365

v.

Jim Barna Log Homes

I

1984 YZ 125 Yamaha
many new parts needs carbuerator resetting, serious
inquires only Must sal
436-5642

(502) 435-4699

ii Your Source For Metal Rooting & Siding
DOOtS. WindoleS. axa, i,acit 8. 1,01,CyS,
'a Metal teedegs

Sepik Tanks, Sewers & Iltiuling

£70

KY

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO,

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath
with great flowing lay out
beautiful kitchen breakfast
room seperate dining
room Lots of extras coun
try club view Call for your
appointment today
753 2905

'Serving Western Kentucky
for Over 57 Years'

e

TRANE

802 Chestnut Street
Murray, KY 42071

p p,ii,:,,ii-',' ,, u- ,.

(502) 753-8181

CARROLL'S +.0,ata Way .to Start The Week!!
Garden Tilling • Grader Blade Work
Custom Bushhogging Lots
Phone
GERALD CARROLL
15021 492 8622

Dial Now _

—

Advertise Here!
i

Purchase Area Communications
Divof.

Phone Cantor

Residential
.Caller I D
•Phone Jacks

1988 FORD Thunderbird,
V 8 maroon custom de
tailed paint rear spoilers I
owner, high highway
mint condition $5 900 obo
502-527-5629

SS SEPT/C
___=.
,..S0

•

of Murray
•

•
•Intercom

Systems
Systems

'N.
ai
r

ALEXANDER
"
4 PrTeiphon
STIVWY'' 1111

r."%%.•
4
,

•,7"
..

—
Into On Hold • Voice Mail
Fax Machines
Any Type 01 Business CofnmunKation

No Job Is Too Eitg Or Too Small, We Can Do It AM

1988 MAZDA RX7 GXL,
48,XXX miles, loaded,
$8,000 obo 759-1010

•

A 1 Carpentry work
New construction remod
Wing porches decks Also
house plans drawn No sole
too small Call J&C Con
structson 436 5398

DIAL — 753-1916

NEW home 1906 Melrose
4br, 3e bath 2400sq ft
Could be yours Call Mur
Cal Realty 753-4444

1988 BERETTA GT. take
over payments, 116.XXX
miles 753-2446 weekdays
before 3pm or see Bogard
Trucking

A 1 A Yard Service tree
removal trim hauling
mulching & clean up
492 8254

mum.
You Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

NEW 3br, 2 bath with whirl
pool tub, cathedral ceiling
in living room & dining
large kitchen 2 car garage
N 16th across from Sue
vans Golf Course Call
492-8873 or 492 8238 from
6-10pm evenings

753-0342
1

•

1 1 A all around mowing
trimming hauling Mark
436 2528

1985 BAYLINER trophy
14 N. SOhp (NOLO,. tool
control trolling motor. eve
well 2 depth finders, many
extras, $3 500 obo
759 7992

Al. Ms hauling yard work
Pee removal mowing Free
estimates 759 1683

I
Dia1-A-Service

LOW $50,s 902 Pogue
2hr, I bath, 2 car garage,
real nice Call Mur Cal Re
alty. 753-4444

1982 CORVETTE white,
red leather, JVC CD player,
BEAUTIFUL 3br, 2 bath. $9,500 obo Call 759 9311
brick home in the city on 1 4 after 5pm
acres Excellent condition
with many extras 1511 1982 FORD Mercury LN7.
$900. good condition
Martin Chapel Rd
436-2528
753 7957
B NEW listing' 1 5 miles 1984 RELIANT station waSouth on Hwy 641 Beauti gon.good condition red
ful setting, 3br. 2 bath. $700 492-8779
home on 1 6 acres Home 1986 RED, Trans Am t
built 1990 Call Mur Cal tops auto, well maintained
Realty, 753-4444
adult driver, $2,800 Call
753-1396
OWNER
3br.
17,
bath
BY
brick ranch Eat-in kitchen,
formal dining room, Irving
room family room with 'A
bay window Central gas
heat & air, wall to wall car
pet, ceiling fans eacuzze
14x14ft storage bldg Lot
75x150 adtacient lot available Walk to banks & shopping Priced to sell mid
570's Call for appt
753 4359

1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing
trimming tree removal Joe
436 2867

CLASSIFIED

HOUSE and acreage,
753 1300 leave message
489 2116
9am 6pm
7pm 10pm

4 NEW 3br houses with city
sewer, gas etc Priced in
$70s & low 580's Call Bill
Page, Building Contractor
753-3672 after 5pm
A NEW listing' 2 story, 3br,
2 bath home under construction located in Quail
Run Subdivision. 2200sq ft
living area Call Mur-Cal
Realty. 753 4444

1 1 1 1 A Hauling moving.
dean up odd sobs tree
trimming tree removal.
yard mowing mulch hauling Free estimates Tim
Lamb 436 5744

1978 WINNIBAGO motor
home 2411 Dodge chase
56 XXX miles good condi
bon see in front of Tuchw
hi Hwy 121 Call 753 8124
'53 9181

• ••

11.11
909 JOHNNY ROBERSON ROAD IA
MURRAY, KY 42071 • (502)753-5933

10

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MONDAY

MAY 16

Imam
Oissal
ADDITIONS, garages new
homes, sun rOOms wood &
metai studs Tnpp
busicler 783-0563

CUSTOM bulkkizing and
bacikrboe wOrk, septic systerns . 354-8161 alter 4pm
D & 0 Lavin Care Free

ALL around yard work. 'samosa 489-2296
Mows% hauling odd lobs.
trimming 437 4703
ANTIQUE refinishing furnitur• repair & custom
woocfsvortung 753 8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory rained by 3 inapt
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years ex•
BOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848

DECK lAasters Reasonable rates for quality work
For your tree estimates cat
Rick, 753 6566 or Mic
753-7864
DRYWALL. finishing re
pars, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales and in
stallation (502) 435 4699
435 4327
EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References available 436-2060

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair, replacement 759-1515

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling foundations.
etc 759-4664

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations. septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Masonry Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221
BEST rates for lawns
mowed 753-6986
BLUEGRASS lawn mainlance, best service and
rates for mowing & trimming. free estimates Call
759-1588.

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service. Ail work guaranteed . 753-1134 or
436-5832

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
436-2052
HEATING. Ron Hall Heating, Cooling and Electric
Co. Service, unit replacement and complete installlion Licensed gas installer
Phone 435-4699
HORSESHOEING Service, BWFA Certified Far
ner,, hot, cold & corrective
shoeing Gary Arnett
345-2471

BRYON'S LAWN SER.
VICE. Free estimates. JIM'S Garden Service
Gardens- breaking, dis753-4591.
seeding
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home. boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664.
CARROLL'S custom garden tilling, bushhogging
box grader, blade work.
Free estimates Gerald
Carroll 502-492-8622

CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COE'S General Repair.
Electrical, carpentry & drywall 492-8403
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff s Recovery, Murray
436-5560

king, tilling. Lawns& fertilizing new or existing
Blade work & bushhog'ging. Reasonable
rates. 753-3413.

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your- old
new again with Formica. All
colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY. 436-5560.
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
L&L Lawn Care Will mow
yards, reasonable rates
city or county Free estimates 492-8437
MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753-5668
MUFFLERS, brakes,
shocks, service R&G Exhaust, 514 South 12th
Street 753-8868

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754

MULCH delivered Murray
436-5560
PAINTING interior ester
or House & mobile home
repairs Tuckpointng Dm&
work Free estimates Call
436 5009 436 5032

Keep Up The Trend.
r\
eDf
n
Recycle This Newspaper Again.\a0/

MSU offers
new scholarship

Beginning with the 1994-95
academic year. Murray Slate University will award the Fred CorPAINTING interior exter- nelius English Education Scholarior moe.le homes por- ship. The awards will be given to
ches floors gas grills awn
seniors majoring in English with
ings frnces buildings &
the English education option ix to
carports Free estimates
post-graduate students returning
753-5432
to complete teacher certification
PLUMBING repairman with
in English.
same day service Call requirements
The first recipient of the scho436-5255
larship is ICristina Huie Fazi, a
RESIDENTIAL Roofing
senior from Farmington. Fazi, the
Guaranteed work at reasonable rates Free esti- daughter of Charles Huie, has
mates 25yrs experience
maintained a 4.0 grade point
Repairs on old roof or new average thus far at Murray State.
construction Call Rick,
Cornelius has been a faculty
753-6566 or Mic,
member in the English depart753-7864
ment for the past 26 years. The
RILEY remodeling and scholarship was named on his
construction 489-2907
behalf in recognition of his "conROCKY COLSON Home tributions to teacher education at
Repair Roofing siding, Murray State University and to
painting, plumbing con- the improvement of writing
crete Free estimates Call instuction in west Kentucky
474-2307
schools through the Purchase
SEAMLESS gutters in- Area Writing Project."
stalled residential or corn
meroal Serval! Gutter Co
753-6433
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492 8742
SPRINGTIME clean up
aars very reasonable Call
John Wells 759-9882
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
fine of equipment Free es
t mates Day or night,
'53 5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of co:ors Licensed, insured Estimate available.
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaningservicing $15 most repairs
835 Free estimates Route
Almo Open 9-12. 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 753-0530
WANTED yards to mow.
Call 436 5760 alter 5pm
WILL do
759-4768

ironings

560
Free
Column
FREE to loving home, 8wk
old kittens. Will gladly deliver Call 437-4528.
Free- ir ow male fullblooded black lab.
436-2646 after 4 30pm

CLASSIFIED

Canon receives
bachelor's degree
A student from Murray was
awarded a bachelor's degree from
David Lipscomb University May
Amy Jeanette Canon was
awarded the bachelor of science
in arts-nursing. Canon is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. A.
Beale Canon, of Route 7, Box
1020, Murray.
Canon, a graduate of Brown
School, was among more than
2(X) students receiving degrees
from Lipscomb President Harold
Hazelip during the 4 p.m.
ceremony.
Students at David Lipscomb
University earn bachelor of arts
and bachelor of science degrees
in nearly 100 major fields of the
study. Master's degrees in Bible
and education are offered, as in
an Accelerated Adult Degree
Program.
- Lipscomb is affiliated with the
churches of Christ.
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LYNN GROVE UNPICK BERRIES
(Also Home of the Loose Bruce Hot Dog Caboose)

U-Pick: Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
7 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Phone: 435-4314

Coldwater
sed
evi
pis

893

Open For The
Season
Afay 14, 1994!

Lynn
Grove

94

I $30

Murray

94

94

U-Pick Strawberries
50' Qt.
Ordered Strawberries
'1.00 Qt.
U-Pick Blueberries
*1.00 lb.
Ordered Blue Berries
'1.50 lb.
(Blueberries in Mid-June)

rn
0.
co
U-PICK *

W+ E

121

N

This deal occurred in tht
World Team Championship
nal round match between the I
States and the Netherland
Dutch won the 96-deal semifi
the slender margin of 3 IN
thanks in no small part to th
— and then went on to defea
way in the final for the worlc
When Enri Leufkens and
Westra of the Netherlands hr
North-South cards,the biddin
as shown. and Westra ended
Tomorrow:

VPAAIE

I Get Your FREE
I Full Spinal Examination!
(NO OBLIGATION - NOTHING TO PAY)

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
1
2
3
4

Low Back Pain
HeadaChes
Shoulder Pam
Arthritis

5
6
7
8

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9
10
11
12

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13
14
15
16

Numb F
Hip Pain
Tight Musck_
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropracbc care can relieve your
aches and pans. This exaMinabon normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a

BLONDIE

Dr Dennis L Heskett, D C.

Chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal
alignment cheek, an examination for restricted Or excess motion in the spine, a musde
strengthness test, and a private Consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.
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tills entire examination is FREE
DISCLAIMER. OUR OFFICE POLCY PROTECTS YOU:'THE PATIENT MO ANY'OTHER PERSON If you want more cafe and treatment.
RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
we do all the paperwOrk
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES.E xmlINATON OR TREATMENT WHICH
Is pERFoRMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.
FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 759-111
301 N. 12th St. (at lJniversity Square) Murray, KY 42071
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HOROSCOPES
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TUESDAY. May 17. 1994
(For your personalized daily kane Dixon horoscope. based on your min
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone compaprwill hill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Trust your intuition when faced with
major decisions. This is a good period to enlarge your home or build a
* new one. Take some time off to handle a personal matter in the fall.
Once you get things -settled, you can
again devote full attention to work.
A promotion or bonus is possible in
December. The social whirl early in
1995 will bring customers and a
new romance. Try listening to good
music when you need a lift.
CELEBRITIES'BORNON
THIS DATE: actress Birgit Nilsson. actor Dennis Hopper. boxing
great Sugar Ray Leonard. actress
Maureen O'Sullivan.
ARIES (March 2I -April 19):
Emphasizing the real — what you
can see, touch. prove — will help
you boost productivity. Provoking
an argument with a loved one
tonight would be a mistake.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201:
Financial tips from a well-informed
source could relieve your worries.
Think twice before striking out on
your own: you could be sacrificing
some important benefits.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Be
watchful — a trend could be deceptive. Do not sign any agreements
which are not realistic or wellresearched. Nurture your relatives
and friends with words of encouragement.
CANCER (June 21-July 221: A
true meeting of minds helps you
solidity a work agreement. You are
able to win over someone who has
been reluctant. Brighter career
prospects lie just ahead.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): An
excellent day to begin a journey. An
important mission is at stake. Your
serious attitude proves very convincing. Conferences and- business
appointments should bring excellent
results.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Pressure may lead you to accomplish more than you expect. Something that seems burdensome now
will bring substantial pfofits. Finish
a repair or decorating job.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Yew
will get one surprise after another
today, and most of them are great'
Launch a major project. influential
people are on )our side. Passions
r

•

199.4

run high.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
The emphasis is on true friendship
today. Avoid deception. Do not tett
all that OU know: play your cards
close to your vest. A brief meeting
could throw you for a curve.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Refuse to be steered away from
your usual course and established
goals. In business. be certain of your
facts. Someone gives you a chance
to display your showmanship.

‘PRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
191: Aioid jumping to conclusions
today or you could make a serious
mistake. Holding grtrifge,s is not

TODAY'S CHILDREN are energetic and diligent, eager to do their best
both at school and in their chosen career. Clever strategists. these Tauteans
know how to bide their time while waiting for the right moment to advance
their aims. Usually even-tempered, these children will lash out if pushed too
far. They have a strong sense of fair play and cannot bear to see others treated unjustly. They- make wonderful executives and mediators, able to find
common ground with almost anyone.
To order .1 re•ised and updated ...op!, ot Jean,: ()ikon • hest-selling hook -Yestenio. -11.0d.o and VOIT,Cf
kstrolop Can Help You Find Your Plat.e in God's Man.- send Sit 95 plus SI postage and handling to
Doion. 0 Andre*,4113 M.Steel. PO Box 319242. Kansas Cos. Mlo 64141 Stake .hetks pa&ahlg to
Andrews and SI.'steel

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

ServiCeMASTER
Commercial Janitorial Services
•Resilient Floor Maintenance
*Carpet Maintenance Programs
•Janitorial Services •Upholstered Furniture
•Soil Proofing
•Static Proofing
*Spot Removal

CATHY

sour style. Let bygones be bygones.
-A former opponent may one day.
become your business partner. •
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Your-plans for today may revolve
around certain impossible-to-ignore
obligations. Acting too eager could
make someone think that you are in
over your head.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201:
High spirits and a sense of physical
well:being, make this a producti‘ e
day for you. Buy household ne,,
ties on sale.

Call
1-800-524-7008

*Window Cleaning
*Sanitizing
•Walls

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
for Vow C'onvenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
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Finance Your Dream Home
WithoutInteEst Rates Going
Thiouth The Roof

-TIME I TM/Tosmu Trim
THEsireHEs GET
ALL MESSEPUP!

EvErtvrHINGs
UMW

Think of United Commonwealth Bank when you're looking for a
mortgage to finance that home you've been searching for.
Our competitive rates will bring your monthly payments right down to size.
We offer convenient terms and a wide choice of mortgage programs.
And we approve and service loans right here in Calloway County.
See one of our respectaloan officers today and keep your mortgage
rate from going through the roof. At United Commonwealth Bank,
customers come first. Always have. Always will.

GARFIELD

1,10 UNITED
COMMONWEALTH

PEANUTS

BANK
A Federal Sara.Irk

From the day I wc
born my life has E
hard.

t.
1300 Johnson Boulevard, Murray. KY 42071, 502-759-9443

Member FDIC

Ship Weekly 81 Save Money
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LOOKING BACK

Famous Hand

South dealer
six dubsdoubled. West,Eric/indwell,
Both sides vulnerable
judged that in view of his strong
NORTH
holdings in all four suits, it was not
•7
likely that South could make the
•A 2
slam. Rodwell therefore led a heart
• K J 10 8 5 2
— the suit he and his partner had
46Q 86 4
been bidding — expecting that this
would pave the way to the maximum
WEST
EAST
penalty.
*K4
.652
41! Q865.4 3
•K J 10 9 7
Rodwell's strategy backfired,
• A 94
•Q 7 3
however,when Westra won the heart
•K J 5
lead with dummy'sace and discarded
+2
his singleton diamond. Next came
SMITH
the ace and another club, taken by
•A QJ 10983
West with the king. Westra ruffed
•—
the heart return, drew liodwell's
•6
last trump and then played the A-Q
•A 1097 3
The bidding
of spades. Westra would no doubt
South
have let the queen ride had West
West
North East
followed low, hut when the king apI•
2•
Dhle
3,
4+
4 MP
peared. declarer ruffed in dummy
Pass
5
6*
and claimed the remainder.
Dble
At the second table, the bidding
Opening lead — ten of hearts
went:
North East
This deal °miffed in the 1993 South West
5•
Dble
2•
World Team Championship semifi- 1•
Dble
nal round match between the United 6•
Dave Berkowitz and Larry Cohen
States and the Netherlands. The
Dutch won the 96-deal semifinal by ofthe United States also reached six
the slender margin of 3 IMPs — clubs doubled. But Wubbo de Boer of
thanks in no small part to this deal the Netherlands took no chances
— and then went on to defeat-Nor- and led the ace of diamonds, and
way in the final for the world title. declarer later lost a club trick to
When Enri Leufkens and Berry finish down one. The net result of
Westra of the Netherlands held the plus 1.540 at the first table and plus
North-South cards,the bidding went 200 at the second gave the Netheras shown. and Westra ended up in lands a 17-IMP pickup on the deal.
Tomorrow: Declarer avoids a booby trap.

Tea years ago
Murray Kiwarus Club honored
top 10 seniors at local high
schools. They were Emily Apperson. Lu Ann Loberger. Jeremy
White, Lisa Mikukik. Amy Ross.
Mike Friebel, Mau Harrington,
John McFerron, Charles Cella,
and Steve Byers of Murray High;
Lisa Chaney, Daysha Smith,
Renee Taylor, Jennifer Rice, Evy
Jan-cit. Lisa Myers, Gina Brown,
Micah Edwards, Jay Herndon and
Anthony Melton of Calloway
High. Teachers chosen by the students also honored were Bill
Smith, Murray, and Brenda Call,
Callov.ray.
Anna (Tex) Todd was presented a certificate for 30 years
of service as a nurse at MurrayCalloway County Hospital by
Stuart Poston, administrator, at
the annual hospital awards'.
luncheon.

Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. Tom Simmons,
May 3.
Twenty years ago
Quentin Fannin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Talmadge Fannin, is valedictorian, and Malinda Lorene
Taylor, daughter of Mrs. Alfred
Taylor, is salutatorian of 1974
Calloway County High School
graduating class. Thirteen other
top students named were Suzette
Hughes, Lamar Harrell, Amanda
Hoke Burrows, Robert Allen,
Rebecca Burkeen, Juana Stockdale, Laurel Guy, Jennifer Lovett,
Jessie Darnell, Warren Hopkins,
Kenneth Cleaver, Danny Futrell
and Karen J. Crick.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Pat Willett, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Kimbro, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ross
Lookofsky, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Youngblood, May 6.

help for this "embarrassing" problem. I was assured that it was simply a harmless habit for emotional
security — no worse than nail-biting or hair-twisting. Abby, tell that
reader to relax, curl up with her
thumb and a good book, and stop
worrying. Just sign me ...
THUMB-SUCKER
FROM WAY BACK
DEAR THUMB-SUCKER:
What a comforting letter. I
thank you for it because there
are many adult thumb-suckers
who read my column.
One possible negative:
Thumb-sucking can cause one's
upper front teeth to be pushed
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out, which is correctable with
DEAR CURIOUS: Much
orthodontia (braces). But since would depend on the circumthat is not a problem for you, stances. Some people have gone
enjoy yourself.
to court to recover damages
after having a sofa or chair col•••
lapse under excessive weight.
(What is considered excessive?
DEAR ABBY: This letter is in Two hundred fifty pounds?
reference to your recent article Three or four hundred pounds?)
headlined "Obese Need Empathy."
Everyone should try to have
Abby, I was just wondering, if at least one chair for a heavyset
some very heavy person comes over guest, and when that person
to your house invited, or even unan- arrives, he or she should be subnounced, and sip: on a chair that tly led to that chair.
collapses under him, who is respon• ••
sible if the guest is injured?
Your response will be appreciated.
CURIOUS IN PHOENIX
DEAR ABBY: I am writing to
you about the danger of electrical
storms this time of year.
My husband was playing golf in a
tournament last spring in Nevada.
A storm came up suddenly, and he
was struck by lightning and killed
By GARY LARSON
instantly. He was only 40 years old,
and we have three young children.
Abby, your readers need to be
alerted to such tragedies. If only my
husband had read an article such as
this.
The following is what I have
learned to avoid being struck by
lightning:
• Stay indoors when you hear
thunder. If you are driving a car,
stay in the car.
• If you are outdoors, head for a
low spot. Lightning tends to strike
in higher places. Do not duck under
a tree; lightning tends to strike
trees. Keep away from water; water
conducts electricity.
• Avoid contact with metal
objects — garden tools, belt buckles,
as well as golf clubs and golf tarts.
etc.
Lightning kills at least 100 people in the United States every year.
My husband didn't think it could
happen to him. Don't let it happen
to you.
YOUNG WIDOW IN MONTANA -----

"I would have gotten away scot free ill had Just gotten
rid of the evidence.... But, shoot — I'm a packrat."

5.08

CATHY

LINE NEw

Forty years ago
Armed Forces Day observances
were planned over the nation
with Murray being included in
the celebration. A full day was
held May 15 featuring Airborne
troops and the local ROTC Unit.
directed by Lt. Col. Wallace
Hackett.
Holmes- Ellis spoke on "Farm
income" at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club at Murray Woman's
Club hOuse.
Day Camp for Murray Girl
Scouts will be June 7 for five
days at Murray City Park, according to Mrs. Everett Ward Outland, Girl Scout Commissioner
for Murray.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Brandon, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gene Holt,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Burkeen.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: Some time ago a
woman wrote an to ask about her
habit of sucking her thumb.
Please tell her that if sucking
her thumb is the worst habit she
has, not to worry Some people
choose cigarettes. alcohol or drugs
for security.
I am 47 years old, hold a ‘'ery
prestigious position in a large company, have raised four children and
am now enjoying six grandchildren
— and have sucked my thumb all
my life.
As a child. my mother peppered
my thumbs,. taped them, and tned
all sorts of home remedies — to no
avail.
A. an adult. I sought psychiatnc

DAILY COMICS
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BROKE INTO COR HOUSE!!

A page feature with pictures on
Wrather Hall at Murray State
University was published on May
7. The story was by Li. Horun.
Thirty years ago
A demonstration on planting
corn with equipment that does a
complete job of land preparation
and planting in one operation was
held at the Thurston Furches farm
on May 14:
Dr. Harry Sparks will be the
speaker at the commencement
exercises of Calloway County
High School on May 19 at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Joyce Yarbrough and Jeanne
Steytler of Murray are new members of Sigma Alpha Iota, professional music fraternity for women
at Murray State College.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Crook, April
24; a 1soy to Mr. and Mrs. Zane
Cunningham, May 8.

FDA FOOD LABEL AND ITS IMPACT- ON-ROW_AMERICANS_Etcrj

DEAR YOUNG WIDOW: My
condolences to you and your
children. Thank you for caring
enough to write in an effort to
warn others.. Readers, please be
careful.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Busy insect
4 Tribal magic
8 Title
12— and me
13 Burden
14 Smell
15 Viscous
substance
16 Soft duck
feathers
18 Opponent
20 Spiritual
leader
21 Mil duty
22 Slangy
affirmative
23 Seep out
27 Tea
29'Food fish
30 Home-run
king
31 Hello'
32 Corn on the

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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1-1MM LcoKS LiKEIFIE
OcelENN'S IN BACKOARDS,
HoNEy- AND you FORGCIT To PUT THE
THREADTHROUGH
THIS uTTLE.
LEVER.

38 ,Evergreen
shrub
39 Attention getting sound
40 Sob
41 South
America
labbr )
42 Wife of Zeus
44 Residue of
fire
47 Colloquial
51 Skin lesion
52 Curve
53 Salamander
54 Historic
period
55 A single time
56 God of love
57 Jump on one
foot
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Japanese
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37 Automobile .

A-ONE
AND -A-TWO..

TAPPITY
TAPPITY
TAPPITY
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From the day I was
born my life has been
hard.
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LIFE!
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43
50

49

Si

9 "Much —
About
Nothing"
10 Cut(a lawn)
11 Sea eagle
17 Railroad
(abbr)
19 UK legislator
22 Hoodlum
10 11
9
8
24 Comparative
ending
14
25 First-rate
(2 wds )
17
26 Be aware of
27 Guy
28 Snake sound
29 Not pro
23 24 25 28
30 Ventilate
32 Negative
30
electrode
•
33 Speak
36 Exists
34
37 Mouth of
volcano
38
38 Hebrew God
40 Wading bird
41
41 Steamship
(abbr
44
45 46
43 Printer's
measure
5•44 Performs
45 Finnish first
54
name
46 Break
57
suddenly
47 African native
48 Lair
49 Business
abbr
SO — Jima

1 Computer
term
2 Of the dawn
3 1 have found
it!'
4 — Lawrence
of "Blossom-

13
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DOWN

33 Knight's title
34 Bond nemesis
35 Chinese or

fiyug

Answer to Previous Puzzle

53
56

5 Kin of
mono
6 Considered
7 Consume
totally
(2 wds )
8 Of lumps

•
•

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'd like some
information on cholesterol. My reading is 275. yet my husband's is 189. We
both eat the same foods so I am at a
loss to explain the difference.
DEAR READER: Cholesterol is one
of two major fats in the blood. It is
necessary for metabolism but, in
excess (above 220 milligrams per
deciliter), may contribute to heart
attacks.
The level of cholesterol appears to
be genetically determined. Therefore,
even though you and your husband
have identical diets, your cholesterol
is higher than his.
You may be interested to know that
a cholesterol of 275 mg/dL would be
cause for alarrntin a woman in her 20s
and 30s, the basis for concern in a person in her 40s and 50s, of no particular
consequence in a female in her 60s
and 70s, and probably normal for an
adult over 70. Thus, age plays .an
important role in terms of defining an
abnormal cholesterol level. The reasons why the elderly. in most
instances, seem to be protected
against the ill effects of cholesterol
are not known.
Despite your genetic predisposition
to a high cholesterol, you can probably lower the level by dietary means:
Reduce your intake of cheese and butter, change to skimmed milk, avoid
luncheon meats/bacon/sausage, limit
your eggs to no more than one a week,
trim your meat before cooking it. Also,
eat more fiber, especially psyllium.
And, finally, consider using prescription drugs, such as Mevacor; ask your
doctor about this.
To give you more information, I am
sending you free copies of my Health
Reports "Understanding Cholesterol"
and "Eating Right for a Healthy
Heart." Other readers who would like
copies should send $2 for each report
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P 0 Box 2433. New York,
NY 10163 Be sure to mention the
titlei;rs,)A
h DR GOTT- For years I've
wanted to get rid of a couple of tattoos
on my body My dermatologist skirts
the issue Your comments/
DEAR READER With the use of
modern laser technology, most tattoos
can be removed with minimal scar
ring Ask your dermatologist to refer
you to a plastic surgeon
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Stock Market Report

Mrs. Mary Shoemaker Goodman

J.D. Wall

•

J.D. Wall, 79, Murray. died at
6:15 p.m. Sunday at his home.
Born Jan. 25, 1915 in Calk).
way County, he was the son of
the late Stanley Wall and Gracie
Clayton Wall.
He was a farmer and a member
of First Baptist Church in Murray. He was a member of the
West Kentucky RECC Board
from 1977 to 1989.
He was a graduate of Murray
High School and played football
on the last undefeated team until
this last school year.
Survivors include his wife
Mary Cope Wall; two sons.

David Wall and wife Shirley. and
Dan Wall, all of Murray: one sister, Marjorie Lassiter of Murray:
two grandchildren, Shane Wall
and wife Deena of Columbus,
Ga., and John Wall of Murray;
two nieces, Andrea Hogancamp
of Murray and Lynette Tatlock of
Little Rock, Ark.
Funeral services will be at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home in Murray at 11 a.m. Tuesday. Officiating will be Dr. Greg Earwood.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery. Friends may call
from 6 to 9 p.m. Monday (today)
at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Funeral services will be held at
2 p.m. Tuesday in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
-Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery. Friends may call from
5 to 9 p.m. Monday (today) at
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

•

Mrs. Stella West
Services for Mrs. Stella Mae
West, 94, Clarksville, Tenn.,
were Sunday at Byrn Funeral
Home in Mayfield.
West, a former resident of the
Lynnville community of Graves
County, died Friday at her home.
She was a member of Lynnville Church of Christ.
She was preceded in death by
her husband Radford West; one
daughter Norma Jean West Jetton; and four brothers.
She was the daughter of the
late Ed Joseph and Flora Ann
Ballard McCuan.
Survivors include one sister
Rosmond Davidson of Lynnville;
two granddaughters, Vinita Wilson of Clarksville, Tenn., and
Tern i Farris of Sedalia; one
grandson Mike Jetton of Wingo;
nine great grandchildren and one
great great grandchild.
Pallbearers were Jerry Morris.
Jimmy Coltharp. John Murdock,
Richard Farris, Malcolm Jetton
and Brian Neighbors.

Survivors include four sons,
Mickey Cherry and wife Mildred
of Murray, Joe Cherry and wife
Faye of Hazel, Herbert Cherry Jr.
and wife Joan of Wickliffe, and
James Roy Chcrrry and wife Linda of Pittsfield, Ill.; two sisters,
Ruby Borders of Paducah and
Cleo Jennings of Iowa; one niece
Betty Alma Zoeller; two brothers,
Bill Cherry of Boaz and Ward
Cherry of Paris, Tenn.; four
grandchildren, Tiffany and Tony
Cherry of Hazel and Chris and
Jimmy Cherry of Pittsfield, Ill.,
and two great grandchildren,
Alisha and John Cherry of
Murray.
He was a member of Pleasant
Valley Church.
Burial was in Boyd Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Daryl Rogers,
Tony Cherry, Mark Workman,
Lloyd Champion, Chris Cherry
and David Cherry.

James Allen Turner, 77, Murray, died at 2:05 a.m. Monday at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The son of the late Tom and
Laura Turner, he was born Feb.
28v 1917 in Trigg County.
He was preceded in death by
his wife Willie Turner; one
daughter Edith Sanchez; one son
James
Turner; and three
grandchildren.
Survivors include three daughters, Hope Thorn and Viro Collins
and husband Alton, all of Murray
and Marie Slimbosky and hus-

Mrs. Zollie P. Perkins, 86,
Murray, died at 8:52 a.m. Monday at Westview Nursing Home.
Born May 16, 1908 in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Charles Henry and
Eula Ethel Hale Beaman.
She was preceded in death by
her husband Howard W. Perkins.
one son Charles Boyd Perkins,
and one sister Mary Frances
Hughes.
Survivors include three
brothers, Harold G. Beaman of
Murray, Victor D. Beaman of St.
Louis, Mo., and Galen L. Beaman
and wife Bemetta of Missouri
City, Texas.
She was a member of First
Baptist Church in Murray.
Arrangements are incomplete
at Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home.
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Pet Containment System

Hwy. 121 North • Murray. KY

MAY 20th - 22nd
with

DAN SIKES
of Sharon, TN
(Fame. Ahnister at CactiNoter)
Schedule of Services:
7:30 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Bible Classes
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.'
Congregational Singing
2 p.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
•Feilowshio meal mil be served after the morning assembly

He is preceded by his grandparents, T.R. (Bill) and Lennie
Morefield and grandfather Vernon Bruce.

Wercome!
/,'.1%71
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• PUBLIC NOTICE •
MAY IS BETTER HEARING MONTH
The professionals at Stone-Lang invite you to take advantage of their
BETTER HEARING MONTH OFFER.
FREE HEARING TEST
Hearing screening test for adults (age 18 &
Up). If indicated, a hearing evaluation will
be available to determine the proper selection and fitting for hearing aids.
FREE HEARING AID CHECK-UP
If you presently wear a hearing aid, we will
clean it and electro-acoustically check the
performance in our FONIX hearing instrument test chamber...regardless of where the
aid was purchased!

492-8250

•Financing Available
•Locally Owned & Operated

1-800-292-2434

Before the Need Arises...

ft

You are
cordially invited to
attend the

ColcheiciYGle ©both *I ChM

Protect The Ones you 1.4YOC.
PRO LINE OF
WEST KENTUCKY
SAVE $50 NOW WITH
THIS AD1
•
Shock Collars • Bark Collars
TM
Cali Today For A
Free Estimate
WI
WINS dna N WILT
NCII , O0UNG

Vicki Oliver
Hearing Instrument Specialist

n,

DEMONSTRATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY
See and hear the latest in hearing aid
technology...including the computer programmable instrument! Hearing aids will be
available on a 30 day trial.
HEARING AIDS ON SALE

During May,all hearing aids will be specially
priced.

CD OWNERS!

BATTERIES ON SALE

Are You Earning
latent Rut
% Guaranteed
For One Year?
tie Afoul Fe&
Guaranteed Regan d Principal!
Makipk Income Features!
New Per Mara Warned..
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Ask Us About
Forethought° Funeral Planning

(502) 753-8055
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HEARING AID

Horne Owned and Operated
713 South Fourth St.

Outside Murray: 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG
CO.
CENTER

Funeral Home, Inc.

f

Ask about our low Battery Club prices!

Ifyou or someone you love experiences difficulty hearing.., plan
now to visit ouroffice during May. Please callnow... appointments
are recommended as it will reduce waiting to a minimum.

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York

COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS
.•
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Timothy Eugene Morefield
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60th ANNUAL
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band George of New Athens,
Ohio; three sons, Tommy Turner
and wife Mary of Zanesville,
Ohio, Virgel Turner of Greenfield, Tenn., and Phillip Turner of
Mississippi; two sisters, Gladys
Pryor of Hopkinsville and Elsie
Danks of Enid, Okla; 16 grandchildren and seven greatgrandchildren.
He was a member of Free Will
Baptist Church in Big Rock,
Tenn.
Arrangements are incomplete
at Miller Funeral Home in
Murray.

Services for Timothy Eugene
Morefield, 31, of Rt. 5 Murray
who died last Thursday after a
drowning incident near Paris
Landing, Tenn., were today at
Brown Funeral Home in
Mayfield.
He is survived by his parents,
W.T. and Betty Bruce Morefield,
of Murray; one brother, Gary
Bruce Morefield, of Springville.
Tenn.; one sister, Suzie Jenkins
and husband, David, of Fredonia;
one grandmother, Beatrice Bruce,
of Wingo; one neice, Misty A.
Hibbs, two nephews, Heath Thomas Acrce and Shedd Logan
Acree, and one great nephew,
Mitchell Brock Glisson, all of
Fredonia.
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James Allen Turner

[ HOG MARKET,
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Taylor, Mich.; one sister Jeannette Brdak of Warren. Mich.; two
grandchildren, Robert Samuel
Vukson and lison Wesley
Vukson.
He was preceded in death by
one daughter Judith Ann Vukson
on Sept. 14, 1993.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Richard Denton officiating.
Burial will be in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 9
p.m. Tuesday.

Wesley Russell Ellegood, 71,
Murray, died at 2:35 a.m. Monday at his home following an
extended illness.
He was a retired truck driver
and was of Baptist faith.
Born April 20, 1923 in Hickman County, he was the son of
the late Wesley H. Ellegood and
Gladys Sullivan Ellegood Mitchell who survives.
He was a veteran of World
War
Survivors include his wife Lou
Ella Gibbs Ellegood to whom he
was married Aug. 24, 1944; one
son Russell Edward Ellegood of

Terry Etherton and wife Pat of
Dahlgren, Va., and Steve Etherton of St. Louis, Mo.; one
brother, Robert (Bob) Etherton
and wife Jean of Murray; one
grandchild and one step grandchild.

Prices As Of 9 a.m.

Hasid Lyons Is • ~Mei moms in this stock

Wesley Rusell Ellegood

Herbert W. Cherry
Services for Herbert W. Cherry. 83, Murray, were Sunday at
Miller Funeral Home.
Cherry died at 10:35 a.m.
Saturday at Westview Nursing
Home.
Born March 17, 1911, he was
the son of Samuel Z. and Alma
Green Cherry. He was preceded
in death by his wife Claudy Cherry and grandson Rickey Cherry.

Shoemaker of Murray.
She is preceded by two sisters,
Stella Futrell and Robbie Rae
Hatzell; and one brother, George
Shoemaker of Murray.
Survivors include one daughter, Jacqueline Lines of 54 Villa
Maria, West Seneca, N.Y.; four
grandchildren and six great
grandchildren.
Services will be at 10 a.m.
Wednesday at the McFarlandTroutman Funeral Home in Mt.
Washington. Visitation is scheduled from 1:30 to 9 p.m.
Tuesday.

Mary Shoemaker Goodman,
78, who is originally from Murray, but resided in Mt. Washington, died May 14 in West Seneca.
N.Y.
She was married to the late
Fred Goodman. also of Murray.
A former member of the First
Baptist Church in Murray and a
member of the Mt. Washington
Baptist Church. she was born in
Calloway County Sept. 8, 1915.
and graduated from Murray High
School in 1934.
Her parents were Nellie Cobb
Shoemaker and Oscar Baker

William (Bill) Etherton
William (Bill) Etherton, 65,
Murray, died at 3:43 a.m. Sunday
at Western Baptist Hospital in
Paducah.
Born Oct. 8, 1928. he was the
son of the late Robert H. and
Gladys Elmore Etherton.
He was the former owner/
operator of Martin's Service Station in Murray and was a custodian at Murray High School. He
was of Methodist faith.
Survivors include his wife
Elaine Garland Etherton; three
sons, Mark Etherton of Murray;
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